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COLLEGE CALENDAR

1930-1931
FIRST SEMESTER
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

16-Tuesday 9 A. M._ PJacement Tests for new students begin.
16-17-Tues.-Wed. __ Reg istration of returning students.
18-Thursday_____ Registration of new students.
18-Thursday S P. M.Evening Prayer. Formal Opening of the
one hundred and seventh college year.
Nov. 1-Saturday__ __All Saints' Day. Founders' Day.
Nov. 27-30-Thurs.-Sun.__Thanksgiving recess.
Dec. 20-Saturday 6 P. M.-Christmas recess begins.
Jan. 5-Monday
College opens with Morning Prayer.
Jan. 31-Saturday 6 P. M.Jirst Semester ends.
SECOND SEMESTER

Feb. 4-Wednesday________Second Semester opens with Morning
Prayer.
Feb. 18-Wednesday____ Ash Wednesday.
Apr. 1-Wednesday 6 P.M. Ea ster recess begins.
Apr. 9-Thursday
. College opens with Morning Prayer.
June 15-Monday _______ One hundred and third Commencement.

1931-1932
FIRST SEMESTER
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

22-Tuesday 9 A. M ... Placement Tests for new students begin.
22-23-Tues.-Wed. __ Registration of returning students.
24-Thursday ____ Registratioo of new students.
24-Thursday S P. M. Evening Prayer. Formal Opening of the
one hundredth and eighth college year.
1-Sunday_ _ __ All Saints' Day. Founders' Day.
26·29-Thurs.-Sun. _ _ Thanksgiviog recess.
19-Saturday 6 P. M .._Christmas recess begins.
4-Monday_____ College opens with Morning Prayer.
6-Saturday 6 P . M.Jirst Semester ends.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF KENYON COLLEGE
EX-OFFICIO
•THE RT. REV. WILLIAM A. LEONARD, D. D.
THE RT. REV. WARREN LINCOLN ROGERS, D.D.

Bishop of Ohio
President for the Y ear
THE RT. REV. THEODORE I. REESE, D.0.

Bishop of Southern Oliio

Tin REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE, L.H.D., 0 .0 ., LL.0.
President of Kenyon College

ELECTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES UNDER
ARTICLE IV

THK
&XPlllBI

ALFRED H. GRANGER, A.B., Chicago._.
- - - - · · --··HENRY S. GREGG, A.B., Minneapolis, Minn. _ - - - - - - - - - · ALBERT c. WHITAKER, Wheeling, w . Va .... ·--·---------- -·
LAURENCE II. NORTON, Cleveland.__
----- - - - - -- - - _ •.
CARL R. GANTER, A.M., New York, N. Y. - - · - - - - - - ..
RICHARD INGLIS, LL.0., Cleveland ___
---·-------· H . G . DALTON, LL.D ., Cleveland ... _
· · - · - - -·--·-·-·----· _
EARL D. BABST, LL.D., New York, N. Y. - - - - - - - - - - - - - HOMER P . KNAPP, Painesville _____________ ______________

1931
1931
1931
1932
1932
1932
1932
1933
1933

WILLIAM G. MATHER, LL.D., Cleveland -----··--·----·------ 1934
THE RT. REV. HENRY WISE H OBSON, D .D ., Cincinnati _______ 1934
FRA NK H. GINN, LL.D ., Cleveland -· -----------·-··---THE HoN. ALBERT DOUGLAS, LL.D., Washington, D. C,_ ___ _
SAMUEL MATHER, LL.D., Cleveland
----- -·----- - - - •CHARLES C. BOLTON, A.M., Cleveland --·- -----·-·-·----- J. EDWARD Goon, PH.B ., Akron
-------------- MORISON R. WAITE, Cincinnati
- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - -

•Deceaaed.

1934
1935
1935
1935
l 936
1936

s

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI UNDER
.ARTICLE V

T&aK

UPIUI

ERNEST

c. DEMPSEY, A.B.,

Cleveland .__________________________ 1931

THE RT. REV. ROBERT L. HARRIS, D.D., Marquette, Mich. ______ 1931
THOMAS

J.

GODDARD, A.B., New York, N. Y---··-·----·-···-·---- 1932

WILBUR L. CUMMINGS, LL.D., N ew York, N. Y-----·-------·- 1932
AWNZO M. SNYDER, A.B., Cleveland _________________ 1933
•THB Rsv. ALBERT N. SLAYTON, D .D ., Ciocinnati _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1933

SECRETARY
ERNSST C. DBMP8BY, Union Trust Building, Cleveland

TREASURER
TRUST DEPARTMENT, THa GUARDIAN TRUST Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio

•J>eceued.
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STANDING COMMIITEES OF THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES

ELECTED UNDER THE CONSTITUTION

Executive Committee
MR. GINN

MR. KNAPP

MR. DALTON

MR. GooD
PRESIDENT PEIRCE

THI! BISHOP 01'

On the Theoloeical School
THI! B1snoP OF Omo
SOUTHl!RN Omo
THE BISHOP

PRESIDENT PEIRCE

COADJUTOR OP

SOUTHERN

DEAN BYRER

Omo

MR. SAMUEL MATHER
•DR. SLAYTON

APPOINTED COMMITTEES
On Finance
MR. WILLIAM G. MATHER
MR. G I NN

MR. INGLIS

MR. WAITE

MR. NORTON

On Investments
MR. SAMUEL MATHER
MR. DALTON

MR. GINN

•MR. BOLTON

MR. WILLIAM

On Buildine• and Grounds
PRESIDENT Pl!IRCI!
MR. KNAPP

MR. DEMPSEY
MR. GRANGER

0

l>eceaaed.

G.

MATHER

FACULTY

'I

FACULTY

THE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE, M.A., (Amherst) ,
L.II.D. (Hobart), D.D. (Western Reserve, University of the
South), LL.D. (Kenyon),
PRESIDENT
PROFESSOR OF AMERICAN HISTORY

HENRY TITUS WEST, M.A. (Oberlin)
PROFESSOR OF GERMAN

WILLIAM PETERS REEVES, B.A., PH.D. (Johns Hopkins),
SECRETARY
)AMES H. DEMPSEY PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

LEE BARKER WALTON, PH.B. (Cornell), M.A. (Brown),
PH.D. (Cornell),
PROFESSOR OF BtOLOCY

RICHARD CLARKE MANNING, B.A., PH.D. (Harvard),
BENSON MEMORIAL PROFESSOR OF LATIN

REGINALD BRYANT ALLEN, M.S. (Rutgers) , Pa.D. (Clark),
PEABODY PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL ENCINEERINC

ELBE HERBERT JOHNSON, B.A., M.A. (Olivet), Pa.D. (Chiccgo),
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS

RAYMOND DU BOIS CAHALL, Pu.B. (Kenyon), PH.D. (Columbia),
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY

RICHARD COLLINS LORD, B.A., M.A., Pa.D.
(Wa>hington and Lee),
REGISTRAR
PllOFESSOll OF GEOLOGY
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MELVIN GILLISON RIGG, A.B. (Baker) A.M., PHD.,
(Pennsylvania) PH.D. (Ohio State),
SPENCER AND WOLFE PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
WALTER HATHERAL COOLIDGE, PH.B. (Kenyon), PH.D.
(Johns Hopkins),
BOWLER PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY

ROBERT SOMERVILLE RADFORD, M.A. (University of Virginia),
PH.D. (Johns Hopkins),
PROFESSOR OF GREEK
WILLIAM RAY ASHFORD, A.B. (Harvard),
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES
GEORGE MILTON JANES, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A. (Harvard),
PH.D. (Johns Hopkins),
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY ON EDWIN M. STANTON
FOUNDATION
PHILIP WOLCOTT TIMBERLAKE, B.A. (Kenyon),
M.A., PH.D. (Princeton),
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BRUCE HAMPTON REDDITT, B.A. (Randolph-Macon)
M.A. (Johns Hopkins),
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
•CHARLES MONROE COFFIN, A.B., M.A. (Ohio State)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
THE REV. LEWIS JAMES BAILEY, (General Theo!. Seminary)
CHAPLAIN
RUDOLPH JOHN KUTLER, B.S., M.A. (Kenyon),
THE DARLINGTON-GREEN DIRECTER OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
ATHLETICS
CHARLES BLACKMER RUTENBER, B. CHEM., Pa.D. (Cornell).
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY
•Absent on leave, 1930-1981.
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FACULTY
CASPER L. COTTRELL, A.B. (George Washington),
PH.D. (Cornell),
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS
FORREST ELWOOD KELLER, A.B. (Knox),
M.A. (Chicago)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
PAUL HERBERT LARWILL, PH.B. (Louvain),
B.A. (Princeton),
SAMUEL MATHER PROFESSOR OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES
GEORGE MORROW KAHRL, A.B. (Wesleyan),
M.A. (Princeton),
ACTING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
STUART RICE McGOWAN, PH.B. (Kenyon)
INSTRUCTOR IN HISTORY

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
Athletic•
PROFESSOR REEVES
PROFESSOR ALLEN

PROFESSOR WALTON

Degrees
PROFESSOR MANNING
PROFESSOR JOHNSON
PROFESSOR LORD

Diacipline
PROFESSOR WEST
PROFESSOR COOLIDGE

PROFESSOR ALLEN

Larwill Lectureship
PRESIDENT PEIRCE
PROFESSOR CAHALL
PROFESSOR LARWILL
Library
PRESIDENT PEIRCE
P1tOFl!SSOR RBBVBS

PROFESSOR MANNING
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ADMINISTRATION

THE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE
PRESll)l!NT

RICHAR D COLLINS LORD
REGISTRAR

PIIILENA HELEN TAYLOR
A SSISTANT TREASURER

JOHN R. CLAYPOOL, M.D.
OFFICIAL PHYSICIAN

F.LEANOR MAUDE lllCKIN, B.A. (Michigan)
L mRARIAN

MAUD H. SPOONER
LIBRARY ASSISTANT

FREDERICK LEWIS WHITE, B.S., M.A. (Kenyon)
SUPERVISING ENGINEER

JOHN PARKER
SUPEll.INTENOENT

ORGANIZATION
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ORGANIZATION

The institution now known as Kenyon College was incorporated December 29, 1824, under the title of "The Theological
Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of
Ohio." By a supplementary act of the Legislature, the president
and professors of the seminary were empowered to act as the
faculty of the college and confer degrees in the arts and sciences.
The original funds for the institution were secured in England in 1823-24 by the Right Rev. Philander Chase, first Bishop
of the Episcopal Church in the Northwest Territory 1 two of the
principal donors being Lord Kenyon and Lord Gambier. The
first students were received at the Bishop's house in Worthington, Ohio, in 1824, and the first constitution was approved by
the Convention of the Diocese of Ohio on November 27 of the
same year. In 1826, two quarter sections of the United States
military lands were secured in Knox County. Building was begun in the following year. The first degrees were conferred
under date of September 9, 1829.

In 1891 the corporate title was changed to Kenyon College,
the name by which the institution had always been known. The
Bishops of Ohio and Southern Ohio preside over the Board of
Trustees in alternate years.

SITE
Gambier, the seat of Kenyon College, is a village of about
five hundred inhabitants, on the Cleveland, Akron and Columbus
Railroad, a little east of the center of the State of Oh.io, fifty
miles from Columbus, five miles from Mt. Vernon and one
hundred and twenty miles from Cleveland. The altitude is
nearly eleven hundred feet and the site was chosen by Bishop
Chase after careful investigation for natural beauty and health-
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fulness of climate. The plateau on which the College and vu·
lage are situated rises about two hundred feet above the valley
of the Kokosing river, which flows around it on three sides.

GROUNDS AND BUil.DiNGS
The original domain of the College included about four
thousand acres, being a quarter township of the U nitcd States
Military Reservation of 1795 in Central and Eastern Ohio.
Of this domain the College still holds about three hundred and
fifty acres including several tracts of woodland. The Ohio De·
partment of Forestry has recently undertaken to develop these
forest lands as an exhibit of modern methods of tree culture.
Minute surveys have been made and an extensive nursery has
been established. Expert supervision is given by the Department
to all work that is done on the College domain and it is hoped
t~at ~n the future the College lands can be used for dcmonstra·
t1on in co nnection
· wit
· h formal courses in forestry.
As Gambier Hill projects into the valley, the College Park
commands an extensive view of the fertile smiling valley of the
Kokosing with a bac kground of cultivated
·
' hills.
·
The natural
charm has been muc h enhanced by the tasteful arrangement of
· over ninety
·
thc grounds. In the p ar k w h"1ch contains
acres and
many old forest t
·
feet 0 f
rees, pains have been taken to combine the cf·
1
· extensive
· tract the but"ld ·
ing ssites awn
h and
b woodlan d· O n this
Path wh" have een carefully selected, and the broad Middle
ic connects Old K
.
.
enyon with Bexley Hall is two·
thirds of a m"l
1 e 1ong.
The College buildi
·
}'on (1827) . H
H ngs comprise the dormitories Old Ken·
ccn~ion Hali ( l~~~a all. ( 1902) ; Leonard Hall ( 923) ; As·
tration building. s' rebuilt 1927), the recitation and adminislaboratory build.' ·aRmucl Mather Science Hall ( 1925) the
.
mg, osse H 11 (183
'
nil •um and asscmbl
a
1, rebuilt 1899) 0 the gym·
building; the Alu~i ~;;Peirce Hall (1928) the commons
1
rary 0 9 lO), with whi~h is connected

i
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the Stephens Stack Room (1902) ; the Church of the Holy
Spirit (1869) , the chapel; Bexley Hall (1839), the theological
seminary; Colburn Hall ( 1904), the theological library ;
"Cromwell Cottage" (1913), the President's house; "Kokosing" ( 1865), a stone mansion built by Bishop Bedell, standing
in its own extensive park; and various other buildings.
In 1921 electric light was installed in all college buildings.
The current is derived from the high tension lines of the Ohio
Power Company and the College possesses its own underground
distributing system. In addition, an emergency lighting plant
stands ready for instant use.
In 1923, through gifts of the Alumni, a central heating
plant and power house were constructed at a cost of nearly
$100,000.00. The power house is situated to the south and
west of Old Kenyon, and immediately adjacent to the railroad.
Coal is delivered on a spur track directly to the bunkers and
concrete tunnels carry the heating mains to the principal buildings in the College Park. The power house is a fireproof brick
structure and the stack is of radial brick one hundred feet in
height. Twin Stirling boilers of two hundred and fifty horsepower each are installed and the equipment includes automatic
stokers, pipe insulation, etc., of the best and most modern type.

OLD KENYON
Old Kenyon, the cornerstone of which was laid in 1827,
is a massive gothic structure of local sandstone. It is one hundred and sixty feet long, three stories high, with solid stone
walls four and one-half feet thick at the basement story. The
roof carries battlements and pinnacles and is surmounted by a
spire one hundred and ten feet high containing the old college
bell. By an Alumni subscription the bell has been recast at the
Mcneely Foundry.
In 1907 Old Kenyon was completely rebuilt on the interior
at an expense of over $75,000, the external appearance remain-
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'rtd

ing unchanged. The walls and roofs were thoroughly ~
and in part rebuilt with the best and most permanent mat~na~
so that the building is now unexcelled among college dorm1tones
for strength, comfort and beauty.
Old Kenyon contains rooms for over ninety students. ~he
interior finish is of Flemish oak of handsome grain with wainscoting in the halls. The staircases have gothic newel posts and
birch hand rails. At all the windows are placed broad window
seats of solid oak which cover the steam radiators. Rather more
than one-half of the rooms are arranged in suites.
HANNA HALL

This dormitory was opened to students in December, 1903.
The building is of gray Cleveland sandstone in collegiate gothic
style. ~t is two stories high with gables, m;asures one hundred
and thirty feet long by fifty feet deep, and houses about sixty
students. The doors and window casings and the wainscoting
a~c of Flemish oak, and the floors of polished hardwood. Running wat~r is supplied in every bed-room. In thoroughness of
construction
the bui'ld'tng has few equals among college dorm. .
1tones.
Hanna Hall
b ·1 .
Marcus A H
was ui t tn honor of his wife by the late
of over $6s O~~na, United States Senator from Ohio, at a cost
the architcc~. · Charles F. Schweinfurth, of Cleveland, was

LEONARD HALL

Th·
S
is new fireproof d
.
ormitory was opened to students in
eptember 1924 Th
\
'
'
e St l .
·
wa ls arc of Glen
Y e is collegiate gothic and the exterior
conve ·
.
mont sandstone Th
·
nient suites and the b . . ·
e rooms are arranged tn
0
vedr one hundred men Tluildtng houses comfortably a little
L •
•
·
· stnctly
.
an dark oa,..
1s used f
hle const
.
ruction
1s
fireproof
or t c intenor
. filntsh
.
.
• The b UI'ld'ing IS
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the gift of Ohio Churchmen "as a tribute of love and devotion
to William Andrew Leonard, Fourth Bishop of Ohio, and in
reverent memory of his wife."
COLI.EGE CHAPEL

The Church of the Holy Spirit, the College Chapel, was
built in 1869, by the Church of the Ascension, New York, as a
tribute to their former rector, Bishop Bedell. It is a cruciform
edifice of early English architecture and is built of freestone in
courses, with dressed quoins and facings. The nave and chancel
are ninety feet, the transepts eighty feet in length. Ivy, transplanted from Melrose Abbey, covers the walls.
The interior of the church is finished in oak, the walls are
tastefully illuminated, and all the windows are of stained glass.
The organ is a memorial to Bishop Mcilvaine, and a mural
tablet, erected by the Diocese of Ohio, commemorates the
founder of Kenyon College, the Rt. Rev. Philander Chase.
In the church tower is the College clock and a set of nine
bells, together with a mechanism which rings the Westminster
chimes at the quarter hours.
The basement contains vesting rooms for choir and clergy
together with a processional hall. On the east side of the
Chapel a convenient entrance leads directly to these rooms.
ASCENSION HALL

Ascension Hall is a stately Collegiate Tudor building of
reddish-gray freestone, one hundred and thirty feet long and
three stories high. Members of the Church of the Ascension,
New York, provided for its construction in honor of their
former rector, Bishop Bedell. It contains lecture and recitation
rooms, halls for literary societies, and administration offices.
The battlemented tower of the building serves as the astronomical observatory.

In 1927 the interior was entirely rebuilt in fireproof

con~
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struction. Steel beams an d J·oists and concrete
f The floors
oak tnm
.covemi
used
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thrnughout
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ovens and apparatus for gas and electro-analysis; Organic Chemistry, amply supplied with facilities for preparations; Physical
Chemistry, equipped with bomb calorimeter, polariscope, Abbe
refractometer, constant temperature bath, electric refrigerator
for low temperature study, complete equipment for hydrogen ion
determination and conductivity measurements, and metalloscope
with photographic attachment for metallographic study.
The Physical Laboratories include General Physics, with
accommodation for ninety students; Mechanics, equipped with
appropriate apparatus, including motor-driven Riehle testing
machine, of 30,000 pounds capacity; Light, Heat and Sound,
amply equipped; Electricity and Magnetism, with a full range
of precision instruments and special appliances for testing
circuits peculiar to radio communication. Direct current up to
110 volts is supplied from a large storage battery, and motor
generator charging plant of 7.5 kilowatts output. Distributing
switchboards bring direct current at variable voltages and alternating current to any point in the laboratories. The instrument
shop contains power-driven tools for precise construction and
repair work.
The Biological Laboratories, in•lude General Biology, with
accommodation for sixty students, equipped with laboratory
tables of the most modern type, compound and dissecting microscopes, and excellent reference collections; Comparative Anatomy, well lighted and amply equipped; Histology and Embryology, equipped with Leitz miscroscopes of the latest type, individual daylight lamps, incubators, paraffin ovens, Minot rotary
and automatic precision microtomes.
The projection apparatus consists of two types. For use in
the lecture room of the departments of Biology and Chemistry,
a new type Leitz-Kaiserling universal projector, permitting
opaque, lantern slide, and miscroscopic projection through the
use of a 40 ampere arc light, is provided. A Leitz-Edinger arc
light apparatus is used for demonstration projection work, for
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micro-photography, and for drawing of miscroscopical objttb.
The Geological Laboratory includes a large ore and mineral
collection, accumulated during a period of more than fifty)~
a collection of Japanese minerals and ores, and a complete set
United States Geological Survey maps and bulletins, conveniently filed.
T he departmental libraries are well supplied with modem
reference works and scientific journals, and arc cquippc:J for USt
for seminar meetings.

MATHEMATICAL I NSTRUMENTS
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-floors, part1t1ons and staircases being built of steel and tile.
Glenmont sandstone in broken courses with trimmings of Cleveland cut stone forms the exterior walls. Besides working rooms
for the Librarian, the Library contains a spacious periodical
room, a hall of meeting for the Faculty and two study rooms.
Built as a part of the Alumni Library is a superb Gothic Reading Room patterned after an English College hall, with stonemullioned Tudor windows filled with leaded opalescent glass,
and with a lofty ceiling carried by richly carved beams and
trusses. In honor of the donor, this structure is called Norton
Hall.
The books are housed in the Stephens Stack-Room, a gift
of the late James P. Stephens, '59, of Trenton, N. J. The construction is strictly fireproof, stone, brick, steel, and glass being
the only materials used in the building.
The library of over 80,000 books and pamphlets is open
throughout the day and evening. The books have been chosen
with the purpose of providing a working library for undergraduate students. In history, in biography, and in English,
French and German literature the collections are good, and
the science department contains the library of the late John
N. Lewis, of Mt. Vernon, which consists of some 1200 volumes. Additions are made by a library committee of the
faculty on the recommendation of the several professors.
The purchase of new books is provided for by several endowments. The Hoffman fund was established by Frank E.
Richmond, Esq., Providence, R. I., for the purchase of new
books. In 1901, the James P. Stephens Library Fund of about
$18,000 was founded by James P. Stephens, '59, of Trenton,
N. J. By the wish of the donor a considerable part of the income will for the present be devoted to the purchase of classical
works in other languages than English. The Klock Fund is
devoted to the purchase of books for the Department of English
and the Vaughn Fund to the binding of periodicals. In 1925
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Ralph C. Ringwalt provided a special fund and a much ~=
"1dowment was established in memory of Charles E. Mi
"85, by his sister, Mrs. Rose Milmine Parsons of New York.
The periodical reading room receives the leading Ameriw
and English magazines, and ten or twelve French and Gemun
reviews, and is open to students during the library hours.
. An additional library of 12,000 volumes, chiefly theologial.
is housed in Colburn Hall.
PEIRCE HALL

Peirce Hall, the College Commons is the joint gift of Frank

H. Ginn, '90, of Cleveland, and Wiiliam Nelson Cromwell 01

New York. Incorporated with it is the Philander Chase !It"
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The plan of the building is simple. The main floor contains only two main rooms, the lounge at the northeast corner
and the great dining hall which is the architectural feature of
the building. The lounge, twenty-eight by forty feet, is panelled in oak to the height of the doors, has a large stone fireplace around which the students gather in winter and a great
stone bay window at the east end looking out over the valley.
The dining hall at the south end of the main hallway is
one hundred feet long, forty feet wide and forty-one feet high.
In this room are three great bay windows, two on the east side
and one on the west. These bay windows are finished to the
ceiling in Indiana limestone and the glass above the first transom is of beautiful color design. Stone buttresses arise on both
sides of this room to the spring of the roof and from these
buttresses spring hammer beam trusses, richly carvel, which
support the roof. The walls of this room are panelled
in oak to the height of the second story. Ample kitchens and
service rooms are located in a wing at the south end of the
dining hall on the same floor level. On the second floor are a
billiard room directly over and the same size as the lounge and
two pleasant card rooms. On the third floor are six bed rooms
with baths for guests.
Owing to the natural slope of the land the basement story
is above ground for more than half of its area and on this floor
are five private dining rooms for special group dinners and
fraternity banquets, each approximately sixteen by twenty-two
feet in size. Four of these rooms are connected in pairs by folding partitions. On the same floor is a coffee shop for short
orders and extra service.
GYMNASIUM

Rosse Hall, the gymnasium and assembly room, is an Ionic
structure of sandstone about one hundred by seventy-five feet.
Built in 1831 as the College Chapel it was burned in 1897. The
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reconstruction was provided for by James P. Stephens, Mrs.
Julia T. Bedell and other donors, and e~pecially by "The
liam and Mary Simpson Memorial Fund" given by Urs. Mary
A. Simpson, of Sandusky. To the restoration was also applied
a bequest of five thousand dollars from Senator John Sherman.
The principal hall serves as a gymnasium and assembly hall, and
contains gymnastic apparatus presented by the Alumni. Shower
baths and dressing rooms with all-steel lockers are supplied in
the basement, which also contains special rooms for the athletic
teams and a lecture room for the Athletic Director.

wa.

B ENSON FIELD

Benson Field, situated at the foot of the College Hill.
has an area of about ten acres. Baseball and football grounds
ahre on the field, which is sur rounded by a cinder track of more
t an one-third of
·1 ·
f
a m1 e, including a straight-away cour;.c o
220 yards.

. cou rts arc
I ·d Immediately sou th o f 01d Kenyon four tenm~
a1 out. Several hol f
l
. L.
College p k
. es or go f practice are established in tu"
away hasar ' wll~ile the Mt. Vernon Country Club, five miles
•
a ro ing · h l
nine o e course, available to students Oii
payment of
a greens fee.
Kenyon Colle e .
Ohio Athletic Co gf is one of the original members of the
n erence.

ADMISSION

ADMISSION
Kenyon College is a college for men
The number of students in residence is limited by the Board
of Trustees to approximately 250. This limit has been adopted
in order to maintain social unity in college life, to promote personal association between teacher and student and to secure a
carefully selected bcdy of students able and ready to profit by
the opportunities the college offers.
The Entrance Requirements of the College are stated on pages
23 to 32.
The Degrees conferred by the Coll ege and the Courses of Study
leading thereto are described on pages 33 to 57.
The procedure of Regi stration is explained on page 61.
The College Fees are stated on pages 61 to 62.
Information regarding Scholarships and Loan Funds arc stated
on pages 64 to 66.
Blanks for application and certification arc p rovided by the college and may be obtained from the Registrar, to whom all correspondence regarding admission should be addressed.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
All candidates for admission must present testimonials of
good moral character and of proficiency in studies specified for
entrance to the college course desired.
The scholastic requirements for entrance may be satisfied
by ( 1) certificate from the Principal or Headmaster of an accredited high or preparatory school; or (2) examination.
The certificate of previous study must include the recommendation of the Principal or Headmaster for moral character
and habits, and must also state class rank and record of any
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mental tests given by the school. Candidates for admissiOll
are asked to take a Psychological Examination before their
application is considered by the Committee on Admi ions. .
At entrance all students arc r eceived upon probation and t~
work is subject to careful inspection. Matriculation ( cc P• 67)
final credit for certificates and accords full standing in collti;t. '
be matriculated a student must maintain an avtrage grade of 3 (llt
page 68) in at least twelve hours per week of work for one tme~r.
Students who fail to matriculate mav be continued upon probaUOll,
but failure to pass in at least nine hours of "ork drops them frOll
college.

P..;'

Students who have attended other colleges must pre,tnt compldt
trauscripts of their entire scholastic record which mu't include I
1
st~l~ment of dismissal in good standing. 0nly tho'C tudenu an
eligible for admission by transfer, whose records satisfv the entrallll
requirements of Kenyon College, whose scholarship is ~f good order
and w~osc college courses and grades satisfy substantially the rrquilt'
ments .•mposed by the curriculum of Kenyon Colleic up to the poill
at which they enter.

TABLE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE
In the following statement th
" .'
.....
study in any subJ' ect i0
d e term un1t' repre cnts a yuu
a
secon
ary
school
·
·
·
i.
a quarter of a ful l
,
, consututang approx1matC•1
years work.

For entrance. to all college courses fifteen such
-'
Tb e pages immediately folio ·
units arc requir""
.
of the subjects that will b
wing contain a d ttailed descriptial
To THI cLASSICAL COURSE:e accepted as uni· 1s f or entrance.

~!~::a~·i·~-~-............................................................................ ~N;
Latin or Greek- - ·---·--

_ 2~

L~tin, Greek or Mod;; --L - - - - - - History
n anguage _ _
Science _
Additional
----_

--------

2
2
2
1
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To THE PHILOSOPHICAL COURSB;

To THE SCIENTIFIC CouRsB:

UNITS
English

_

--- - - - - - 3

Mathematics -------····-·- - 2Ya
l"oreign Languages
4
History - - ·

2

Sciences - - - - - - - - 1
Additional __
2Ya

UNITS
English __ --·------·Mathematics ___ ····----4 or
Foreign Languages ___3 or
History _
___
_

3

3
4
1

Sciences -------------- 2
Additional ---- - - - - - - 2

lS
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The additional units are to be chosen preferably from the subjects specified above: English, Mathematics, foreign languages, history, sciences.
The following table shows the minimum and maximum amounts
which will be accepted in each subject.
UNITS
Engli~h - - - - -- - - -

3-4
Mathematics - - - - - -2Ya-4
Latin - - - - - - - - - - 2-4
Greek - - - -- - - - - 2-3
French - - - - - - - - - - 2-4

UNITS
Spanish - - - - - - - - Italian - - - - - - - · German - - - - - - - History - - - - - - - - -Sciences __ - - - - - - -

2-4
2-4
2-4
1-4
1-4

Applicants for admission who offer fifteen units as specified
above and who are able to offer not more than two units in Foreign
Language, may be given the opportunity to make up in college this
deficiency, without loss of college credit.

ENTRANCE SUBJECTS IN DETAIL
ENGLISH
1. THREB UNITS. (a) Reading. A certain number of books
will be set for reading. The candidate will be required to present
evidence of a general knowledge of the subject matter, and to answer
simple questions on the lives of the authors. On several a ssigned
topics a brief written discussion will be required at the examination.
The object is to test the candidate's power of clear, accurate expression, and will call for only a general knowledge of the substance
books. In place of a part of this test the candidate may present an
exerci1e book, properly certified by his instructor, containing com-
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po1ition1 or other written work done in connection with the rea~DI
of the book. No student will hereafter be admitted without examioa·
tion except on the presentation of such properly certified exercise ~
or of an explicit statement from his instructor of the books read 11
clan and the amount of composition work required. The sub~titutiOll
of equivalent books for those given below will for the present be per·
mittcd. In preparation for this part of the r equi remcnt it i~ impon·
ant that the candidates shall have been instr ucted in the fundamental
principles of rhetoric.

Liat of Boob for General Readinir
The student selects ten units, two from each of the five followiDI
groups, except that for any book in Group V a book from any other
group may be substituted.
GROUP I
Cooper: The Last of the M h"
o· k
0 tcans.
•c ens: '.'Talc of Two Cities.
George Eliot: The Mill on the Floss
Hawtb
T
·
Scott · o;nc: b he House of the Seven Gables.
St · van oc or Quentin Durward
cven~n: Treasure Island or Kid~apped.

Shakespeare:

GROUP

II

Merchant of Venice.
Julius Caesar.
King Henry V.
As You Like It.
The Tempest.

Gaoup III
Scott: The Lady of the
Coleridge: The
.
Lake.
Arnold: Sohrah Anctent Mariner.
A C II .
and R.ustum
o ectton of R.eprescntati .
Tenny'on· Id II
ve Vcr~e, narrative and lyric.
Longfellow. . Tyls of the I<ing (any four)
·
a es of W
.
•
Tb A .
a
ays1de Inn.
e ene1d or Th
0
excellence wieth dhysscy or The Iliad in a translation of recognizH
Xv
'
t e omis ·
"f
-'
I of The Od
ston, t d esired of Books I-V XV, , ..
Iliad.
YSsey, and Books XI,
and xXI of ni

xiu-:xv

'
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IV

The Old Testament (the chief narrative episodes in Genesis, Exodus,
Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together with the
books of Ruth and Esther).
Irving: The Sketch Book (about 175 pages).
Addison and Steele: The Sir Roger de Coverley Papers.
Macaulay: Lord Clive or History of England, Chapter III.
Emerson: Representative Men.
Franklin: Autobiography.
GROUP

V

A modern novel.
A Modern biography or autobiography.
A collection of short stories (about 250 pages).
A collection of contemporary verse (about 150 pages).
A collection of prose writings on matters of current interest (about
150 pages).
A collection of scientific writings (about 150 pages).
A selection of modern plays (about 250 pages).
All selections from this group should be works of recognized
excellence.
(b) Study and Practice. This part of the examination presupposes the thorough study of each of the works named in this division. The examination will be upon subject matter, form and structure. In addition tlu candidate may be required to an1wer queJtions
involving tlie uu11tial1 of E11glisli grammar, and tlie leading facts
in tliose periods of Englisli /Jistory to wliidz tlie prescribed book
belongs.
No candidate will be accepted in Engliah whoae work ia no•
tably defective in point of apellinir, punctuation, idiom or diviaion
into paragraph&.
An examination in composition will be required of all new
students.
List of Booka for Study

This part of the requirement is intended as a natural and logical
continuation of the student's earlier reading. Greater stress is laid
upon form and style, the exact meaning of words and phrases, and
the understanding of allusions. For this close reading the books are
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arranged 1n
. th ree groups, one selection to be ma d e f rom cad ti
Groups I and II, and two from Group III.
GROUP I

Shakespeare: Macbeth.
Hamlet.

GROUP II
Milton: L'Allegro, II Penseroso, and either
They BrouP'
.
C 0 mus or Lycidu.
Browning: Cavalier Tunes, The Lost Leader, Howh from Abroad.
the Good News from Ghent to A1;c,
· H ome Thoug tsh Camp, Hrrn
Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the
in di
Riel, Pbeidippides, My Last Duchess, Up at a Va p· d Piper, "Di
City, The Italian in England, The atno ,
P
. t The ie
Guatibus"-, Instans Tyrannus, One Word More.

Fr~~l:-Down

GROUP III
Burke: Speech on Conciliation with America.

M"~'"'
C I

Lil, of )oho.,,.

, '""

ar yle : Essay on Burns with a brief se ectJon

•Cf·
1 .
f om Burns a
Lo"eli: On a Certain Condescension
in
Foreigners,
an
.
.
'
.
d Democr ti
Lincoln:
Speech
at
Cooper
Union
bis
Farewell
to
lb y 18'
.
the Catu:eD•
.
. brief addresses
• at lodianapo
.
.as, A an,guralti
Springfield,
bas
T
1
renton, the speeches in Independence Ha , t e
b r "a11
11 h two lnau ....
the Gettysburg Speech, and his Last Public Address, toget e
2 F
• bddU••moi," "''••"of Lfooolo.
. •f •
· ou~ NITS. Io addition to the preceding
a fourth umt m
offered in English Composition.

r

MATHEMATICS

°

Two AND ONE-HALF UNITS. (a) Algebra (one an
d ne·bai
Unaa), through Simultaneous Quadratic Equations.
(b) Plane Geometry (one unit).
,,
.

1.

0

A t h ro111h reyiew of Alaebra and Geometry •hould be co
Pl•ted2 d11rin1 the Year Precedin1 entrance to Colloae.
·

THREE

To Foul!. UNITS.

Io addition to the preceding.

(•) S.iid Go0m.,., ("•·boll ••i•) .

.

·
Tb
Series
. (b)D t Advanced
Algebra' including the theory of Logari
' .e errninants
Partial Fractions, and Elementary
of Equations
(one-halfand
unit).
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(c) Plane Trigonometry, with special attention to the derivation of formulre and the accurate solution and checking of problem•
(one-half unit).

LATIN
1. Two UNITS. Latin grammar with easy reading, consisting
of twenty or thirty pages of connected text. In all written exercisea
the long vowels should be marked, and in all oral exercises pains
should be taken to make the pronunciation conform to the quantities.

The student should be trained from the beginning to grasp the
meaning of the Latin before translating, and then to render into
idiomatic English; and should be taught to read the Latin aloud with
intelligent expression.
Selections from Cresar's Gallic War equivalent to in amount to
four or five books; selections from Nepos may be taken as a substitute
for an amount not exceeding two books. The equivalent of at least
one period a week in prose composition based on Cresar. Frequent
written exercises and translation at sight from Ca:sar.
2. THREE UNITS. In addition to the preceding, six orations of
Cicero, including the Ma11ilia11 Law. Sallust's Catiline will be ac~
cepted as a substitute for an equivalent amount of Cicero.
The equivalent of at least one period a week in prose composition, based on Cicero. Frequent written exercises and translation at
sight from Cicero.
3. FouR UNITS. In addition to the preceding, Virgil's Aeneid.
For a portion of this may be substituted selections from Ovid. Constant practice in the metrical reading of Latin verse.
The equivalent of at least one period a week in prose composition. Frequent translation at sight from Virgil and Ovid.

GREEK
1. Two UNITS. Greek Grammar. - A11abasis I-IV. The student should have constant practice in reading Greek aloud and in
translating into Greek. Syntax is best taught in connection with the
text read, but the most important paradigms should be learned before
beginning the Anabasis.

2. THREE UNITS. In addition to 1 and 2, Anabasis reviewed,
Iliad, not less than 1900 lines. Mythology and scansion should be
taught in connection with the Iliad. Greek prose based on the Anabasis.
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FRENCH
Two years' work .m French s h ou Id coosilt ti
drill in pronunciation, the study of grammar, conversation and ~
position exercises, the writing of French from dictation and the
ing of 450-600 duodecimo pages of French from at least t~o au dill
of recognized literary ability. Not more than one-half of this rea
can be from fiction.
1. Two UNITS.

:a

·
2. THREE UNITS. The third year's study should give
8 greatll
• tk
mastery of French applied in developing accuracy and fluency 10
work begun in the first two years and to the reading of 1000 d~
decimo pages of French from not iess than four authors of stand•~
literary merit. It is recommended that part of this reading be done 11
Poetry, drama, and history. As French is the language of the cl~
room, it is essential that all candidates for admission acquire faalit1
in the spoken idiom.

ITALJAN
Two years' work in Italian consisting of abolll•nt exercises in prose composition dictation pronunciation, graflldlllt
•nd the reading of 450-600 duode~imo page's of Italian from at lelll
~wo
recognized sta ndard authors. Not more than one-half of this reading can be from fiction.
1. Two UNITS.

2. THREE UNITS A
·
bilitJ
t rans1ate •into Ital"•
greater mastery of Italian grammar, ase ti
mediu d"ffi
•an a connected passage of English pro
m 1 culty and k
l d
· · 1 ,J.
aimpl er f orm Ca nd" d now e ge sufficient to write compos1uoD OOI
1
duodecim 0
·
ates are further expected to have read 1
Pages of Itar
f
·
d odern authors A 1 . ian rom not less than four classic an ID
·
·
s tahan is th I
. · Sid'
l1al that caod"d
e anguage of the classroom, 1t 1s c
1
ates have drill in the use of the spoken language.
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SPANISH
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1
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duodecimo pages of Spanish from not less than four writers of standard literary excellence. It is recommended that this reading be divided between poetry, drama, and the novel. Since Spanish is the
language of the classroom, it is essential that the candidate have
practice in Spanish conversation and be drilled in following the
spoken language.

GERMAN
1. Two UNITS. Careful drill in pronunciation, elementary
grammar, including a thorough knowledge of forms and simple syntax; continual practice in writing and speaking German; reading of
about 400 pages of modern German from standard authors.

2. THREB UNITS. Continuation of the study of the grammar,
composit ion and conversation; the reading in addition to 1 and 2 of
about SOO pages of classical and modern German prose and poetry.

HISTORY
1.

GENERAL HISTORY.

As much as is contained in Myers' G en-

eral History.
2. (a) GREEK HISTORY.

Myers' or Botsford's History of Greece
or an equivalent (one-half unit) .
(b) ROMAN HISTORY. Allen's History of the Roman People or
Botsford'• Roman History (one-half unit).

3. ENGLISH HISTORY. The equivalent of Andrew's or Cheyney'•
History of England, with collateral reading.
4. UNITEO STATES HISTORY. A comprehensive course based on
such a text as Adams and Trent or McDonald's Johnston's, with considerable collateral reading.

s.

(a)

UNITED STATES IIISTORY.

John Fiske's History of the

United States or an equivalent (one-half unit).
(b)

POLITICAL SCIENCE, as much as is contained in John Fiske's

Civil Government in the United Stales (one-half unit).
SCIENCE

1. ELEMENTARY PHYSICS.

An amount of work equivalent to that
in the text of Millikan and Gale, Hoadley, or Black and Davis, is required. Particular attention should be given to practical laboratory
methods, and the solution of numerical problems.
2.

ELEHINTARY CHBHISTRT.

A course including both l aboratory
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work and classroom work io Inorganic Chemistry. The followio1 ~
cent text-books may be taken to indicate the work desired: Browoleu
First Principlt1 of Chemistry, or Hessler and Smith's Esm1t1als ~I
Chemistry, or McPherson and Henderson's A First Courst 11

Chemistry.
3. GENERAL BIOLOGY. Adaptation to environment, protectivt
resemblance, variation, etc., should be studied. A general study of chi
activity and local distribution of typical forms of life. Laboratory worl
i1 nsential. Boyer's Elem entary Biology, or selections from Davcoport's Introdu ction to Zoology, together with Bergen's Eluntnts 11
Botany, represent approximately the amount required.
4. BOTANY. Tbe essential principles of plant life and grorl
tog.ether with a careful study of typical plant forms. Variability, ad~P'
tatton, assimilation, respiration, digestion, growth and rep roducllol
should be carefully studied. Ao equiv a lent of Atki nson's Lessons 11
Botany or Bergen's Foundations of B otany, should be presented.
S. ZooLOGY. Knowledge of the typical forms both invertebrar.
and ~ertebrate is required. Ability to recognize the specimen, to iodi·
111
ch~te
relationship, and to point out the principal features of its Ii~
utory o
· ·
·
El
' rganizatioo and phy ~iol ogy. An equivalent of Kellogg•
tmtnlary Zoology or Davenport's Introduction to Zoology.
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COURSES OF STUDY
Kenyon College grants the following undergraduate degrees:
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Philosophy
Bachelor of Science
The courses of study leading to these degrees offer general
training designed to arouse intelligent interest and develop the
spirit of useful citizenship. In the Junior and Senior years the
student is urged to specialize according to h is ability in a field
of particular int erest.
Flexibility is secu red by offering a wide choice of electives
while continuity and proportion in selection is insisted upon.
Some ancient language is required for the Arts degree, while the
philosophical course emphasizes modern language.
All courses aim at general training in preparation for business or professional life. The scientific course is planned especially to meet the needs of students who expect to pursue engineering, medical or graduate scientific courses.
Graduate medical, business and engineering schools admit
holders of a degree from Kenyon College. Thus, without sacrifice of time, students get the advantage of the personal instruction
and associations of a small college whilt! laying the foundation
for strictly technical training.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION

All students must complete in college
a. Courses amounting to 128 semester hours;
b. English 1, 2; 11, 12;
c. Mathematics 1, 2; or 3, 4, 5;
d. History 31, 32;
e. Bible 11 , 12;
f. in the departments of Greek, Latin, Romance Languages, and German, at least 3 year-courses, which
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shall include two of the following: Greek .~I, I~;
Latin 9, I 0; French 3, 4; German 3, 4; Spam)h 3, ·

g.

in the departments of Mathematics, (exclusive of
course I, 2) Chemistry, Physics, Biology and Geology,
at least 3 year-courses, selected from at least thrtt
departments;

h. in the departments of History and Political Scienet,
Economics and Sociology, Philosophy and Psychology,
at least 3 year-courses, selected from at least two departments;
1
•

as a major, a total of 6 year-courses from group for g
or h, which shall include 3 year-courses in one d~
Partment.
(In the interpretation of this paragraph the depart·
ment of English, not including courses listed under D
above, shall be included under group f.)
At the midyear registration of the Sophomore yrar.
each student shall select the department in which ht
elects to m ·
d
·
· in
a1or, an all subsequent reg1strat1on
courses shall be approved by this department.

h Students who at the end of their Sophomore }ea:
ave an avera
f 2 ·
·
d an•
I
ot ler Junior ge do S .tn thea previous recor 'f th!
F
l
s an
eniors with the approval o
f th!
acu ty, may t h
.
.
F acu l ty .in wh.
• ah t I e discretion of the group o d
d' ic t ley elect to major, be assigne to
special
Stu ICS for
d" b
j. FresIiman Lectu ere it. Y the major department..
their fi rst semester.
re, required of all Freshmen during
k. Physical Trainin
.
Sophorn0 res.
g, required of all Freshmen anJ
,
1 he degre f
COrnpief
e o Bachelor 0 f Ph·
h
•on of the above
.
ilosophy is awarded on t t
The degree of B requirements.
achelor of A
.
rts is awarded on the comple-
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tion of the above requirements, if Latin 9, 10 and Greek 37, 38;
or Greek 31, 32 is included in the above elections.
The degree of Bachelor of Science is awarded on the completion of the above requirements, if the major is chosen in group
g, and Chemistry 1, 2; Physics 1, 2; and Biology 11, 12 are
included in the election in group g.
The graduation fee, which includes the diploma and the
use of gown and hood, is ten dollars, payable at the beginning
of the second semester of the Senior year.
SCHEDULE BY YEARS
All courses arc three-hour courses unless otherwise designated.
Numbers identify the course as described under Departments of
Instruction.
Freshman Year
English l, 2
Mathematics l, 2; or 3, 4
Physics 1, 2,tt or Chemistry 1, 2t
Foreign Language, continuation of language offered for entrance
except by special permission.
A year-course, selected from the following: History 1, 2; Political Science 1, 2; Economics 1, 2; Ancient Language; Modern
Language; Chemistry; Physics; Biology.
Lectures to Freshmen,• First semester.
Physical Training.
Sophomore Year
English 11, 12
Bible 11, 12•
Foreign Language
One of: Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Geology.
One of: History, Political Science, Economics, Philosophy, Psychology.
One addititional year-course, aelected from the three groups immediately above.
Physical Training.
• onc·hour course.
tFour-hour course
l!--imitod to those who have made a satisfactory record in the placement
tut in Mathematica.
0
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History 31, 32
selected
Four additional year courses to be
· of th!
with the advice
major department.
Senior Yearf t
Five additional year courses to be sc ecte
major department.
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treating of a subject relating to the major course, which must be approved by tbe advisor and a majority of the Faculty group, and one
copy of which shall be deposited in the college library.
The entire year' s study must be completed in residence at Kenyon College or at a recognized graduate school, at least ooe half of
which shall be done at Kenyon College. Io the cue of candidates
who are not graduates of Kenyon College, the entire work 1hall be
done at Kenyon College.
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
The order of departments in the following description of courset
follows the group plan arranged by the Faculty:
GROUP I . ENGLISH.
GROUP II. FOREIGN LANGUAGES.
Greek, Latin, Romance Languages (French, Spanish), German.
GROUP Ill. MATHEMATICS AND NATURAL SCIENCES.
Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Geology.
GROUP IV. SOCIAL SCIENCES.
History, Political Science, Economics and Sociology,
Philosophy and Psychology.

GROUP I.

ENGLISH

PROFESSOR R!!EVl!S
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR TIMBERLAKE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR KAHRL

1, 2. Written and Oral Exerci1e1, in which deficiencies are es·
plained and overcome. Narration, Description, Exposition, and Argu·
ment are studied in turn throughout the year. Class debates afford
opportunity for speaking. Three hours a week, required of all fresh·
men. Professors Timberlake and Kahrl.
11, 12. Enaliah Literature. A survey course, supplemented by
themes. Three hours a week, required of all Sophomores. Professort
Reeves, Timberlake, and Kahrl.
33, 34. An1lo-Saxon and the History of the English Las•
1uaae. The historical basis of English idiom in the reading and
philological study of Anglo-Saxon literature, and the standards of
Modern English, arc explained. Requisite for students desiring •
certificate of capacity to teach English. Three hours a week, elective
for Juniou and Seniors. Offered each year. Professor Reeves.
35. Chaucer, the Italian Back1round. Select texts in Dante.
Peuarch, and Marsiglio of Padua. Open to students reading Latin
and French. Three hours a week. Professor Reeves. Not offered
1931-32.
Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numerals second semester.
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S .36. Chaucer, Lan la
tud1es. Elective for J _a nd, and W y clilf. Fourteenth Century
hours a week. Prof uniors and Seniors. Offered each year. Three
cssor Reeves.
to 1 37 • ~lizabethan Drarn
642, With Neilson's C'
a. A survey of the drama from 1580
I ntrodu
nu/ Elica b't han Dramatists
·
· text.
Ctory to Shak
as the chief
ternate Years. Offered
espcarc. El ect1vc
·
.
.
for J un1ors
and Semors.
Al19 3
38. Shalt
0-ll. Professor Timberlake.
1930-31 T
eapeare. Elccf
·
hrec hours
ive for Juniors and Seniors. Offered
a week p
.
3 9. Milt
·
rofcssor Timberlake.
Offered 1
on. Elective f
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or Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years.
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40. The S
..
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and Pro
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p niors. Three hours a week. Alternate
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·
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31
· Tb rec hours a week. Professor Co ffi n.
cl . 43· T he Eiah
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Seniors.
1931-32.

Three hours a week.

Professor R eeves.

N ot offered in

· ·
ac
48. Advanced Composition. Short story or essay w n~mg, ~
cording to choice with a study of models. Elective for Juniors an
Seniors who ha;e obtained the consent of the instructor. Students!
· course may repea t 't
who have successfully passed this
i with ful
credit. Three hours a week. Offered each year, Professor Timber·
lake.
49. Arirumentation and Debates. Moot questions, one each
from history, politics, philosophy and literature, are selected fo r argu·
mentation and debate. Offered in 1931-32. Professors Reeves and
Timberlake.
At least twenty must elect the course.
52. En1liab Journal Meetinir. Fortnightly meetings of all
members of the department, advanced and special students, for re·
views of new books, articles, and reports of investigations.

GROUP 11.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
CREEK

PROFESSOR RADFORD

1, 2. Grammar; Creek Reader. Optional for admission to
Classical Course. Elective in other courses.

11, 12. Creek Reader ; Anabaaia; Iliad, 3000 lines. Prose
Composition. Optional for admission to the Classical Course. Elec·
tive in other courses.

31. Plato, Apolo1y or Sele ctions from H e rodotus and Tba·
cydidea. Prose Composition. Optional for the Classical Course.
Courses 11, 12 prerequisite.
32. Euripides, Alcestis and Medea. Private life of the Greeks·
Optional for the Classical Course .
. 33. ?d1ney, Selections. History of Greek Literature (Prose).
Optional in the Classical Course.
3 4 • Sophocles, Anti1one or Oedipus Tyrannua, Aeschylus,

~rome~heua or Septem. History of Greek Literature (Poetry). Op·
uonal m the Classical Course.
Odd numerals indicate tint semester; even numerals aecond aemeater.
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35. Aristophanes, Clouds or Frogs; Menander. The Greek
Drama and Theatre. Elective for J uniors and Seniors. A lternate
years.
36. Selections from the Ly ric Poe ts or Lucian. Greek music
metres. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years.
37. Greek Dr ama in English . No knowledge of Greek r equired. Elective fo r candidates for the A.B. degree. Alternate years.
Given 1931-32.
38. Homer in English. The entire Ili a d and Odyssey, with lec·
tures on Homeric Life and the Homeric Question. No knowledge of
Greek required. Alternate years. Given 1931-32. Elective for can·
didates for the A.B. degree.

41. History of Art. T he Minor A r ts, P ainti ng and Modern
Sculpture. Elective for J uniors and Seniors in a ll courses.
42. History of Art. Architecture and Ancient Sculpture. Second semester. Elective as 41.
LATIN
PROFESSOR MANNING

1, 2. Elementary Latin.
semesters.

Grammar .

Caesar, Book I.

5, 6. Caesar, Cicero, P rose Composition.
Latin 1, 2, prerequisite.
7, 8. Virgil, Ae neid, Books I-VI.

Both

Both semesters.

Both semesters.

Counes

5, 6 prerequisite.

9. Livy. Review of Grammar. Courses 1-8 or their equivalent
prerequisite.
10. Terence, Ovid.
prerequisite,

Grammar.

11 . Pliny the Younger.
prerequisite.

P rose composition.

Reading at sight.

Course 9

Courses 9 and 10

12. Horace. Selections from the Odes, Satires a nd Epistles.
Study of the poet's life and times. Course 11 prerequisite.
31. Tacitus.

Selections from the Histor ies or Annals. Reading
Elective for Juniors
and Seniors. Alternate years. Courses 9-12 prerequisite.
at sight. Study of the first century of the Empire.

-

32. Juvenal and Martia l.

Study of Roman Private L ife.

All couraea three hours unless otherwise stated.

E lec-
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tive for Juniors and Seniors.

Alternate years.

Courses 9-12 pre·

\

requisite.
.
. ht Study of the bis·
33 Plautua and Terence. ReadlDg at sig ·
.
Alter·
•
.
f or J umo
· rs and Seniors.
tory of the Roman Drama. Elective
nate years. Courses 9-12 prerequisite.
.
Elcc·
h • life and times.
• pre·
34. Cicero, Letters. Study of t h e aut ors
9 12
tive for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years. Courses
requisite.

ROl\-\ANCE LANGUAGES
A.

FRENCH

PROFESSOR LARWILL
PROFESSOR WEST

d
1, 2. Elementary French. Carefu1 d rt. 11 ·m pro nuncintion anrj
rudiments of grammar, including irregular verbs and the el_eme~ta le
.
.
..
F renc h and ID s1mp
ruIes of syntax. Constant practice
ID wntmg
400
conversation, including dictation exercises. The reading of 3 SO·
pages of modern prose and poetry. Professor West.
.
3, 4. Intermediate
French. From 450-600 pages of modern
authors are read in class and as outside work. By means of trans1a·
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ASHFORD

tion, both ways, the liberal use of French in the classroom, this cou~se
should give the student ability to read French prose and express hun·
self in correct French within the limits of his vocabulary. Three hour!
a week. Professors Larwill, Ashford.
11, 12. Advanced Intermediate French. Rapid review of
the grammar. Composition. Reading of selections from representative
authors of the nineteenth century. French 3, 4 prerequisite. Professor
Larwill.

31, 32. Survey Course of French Literature. Collateral
.
··u
rea d mgs and reports.
French 11, 12 with grade of 2 prerequ•51 ·
Alternate years. Given 1932-33 . Professor Larwill.
33, 34. French Literature of the XIX Century. Collateral
readings and reports.
French 11, 12 with grade of 2 prerequisite.
Alternate years. Given 1931-32. Professor Larwill.
35, 3S. French Composition and Conversation. Prerequisite

~3, 4 with grade of 2. Class limited to ten. Professor Larwill·
Odd numerala indicate first sem.,,ter; even numerals second semester.
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SPANISH

P ROFESSOR MANNING
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ASHFORD

1, 2. Ele mentary Spanish . Grammar, Ea sy Reading and
Composition. It is desi rable that all who elect this course shall have
had Latin and, if possible, French. Assistant Professor Ashford.
3, 4. Inte rmediate Spanish . Review of grammar. Composition. Reading of modern Spanish p rose amounting to 800-1000 pages.
Spanish 1-2 prerequisite. Professor Manning.

11 , 12. Spa n ish Literatur e since the Seventeenth Century.
Spanish 3, 4 prerequisite. Professor Manning.
31, 32. Spanish Lite ratur e of the Sixteenth and Sevent eenth

Cen~u~ies. Cervantes, Lope de Vega, Calderon. Spanish 11, 12 ~re
requ1S1te.

Alternate years.

Offered 1932-33.

Professor Mannmg.

33, 34. The Spa n ish Novel of the Ninete e nth and Twe ntie th
Centuries. Alternate years. Spanish 11, 12 prerequisite. Offered
193 1-32. Assistant Professor Ashford.
35, 36. Spanish Composition and C onversation .
Spanish 3,
4 prerequisite. Class limited to ten. Assistant Professor Ashford.
GERMAN
PROFESSOR WEST

1, 2. Elementary G erman. Pronunciation, essentials of gram'?ar. with constant drill in forms, simple prose composition and practice 10 speaking German; easy German prose and poetry selected from
modern authors, with at least one complete longer story.
3, 4. Nineteenth C entur y Prose and Poe try. Review of
gra'.1'.mar and a systematic study of syntax; more advanced prose composition and practice in speaking German, reading not less than 300
pages of modern German selected from standard authors. Courses
I, 2 prerequisite.
11, 12. Studies in Eighteenth Century L it erature. The life
and works of the great wri ters of the century will be studied with
•.uch consideration of their times and contemporaries as may be pracUcable· Courses 3, 4 prerequisite.
..
131 14. Studies in Nineteenth Century Literature. Subjects
..
_treated as in 11 , 12. Courses 3, 4 prerequisite.
All counea three hours unless otherwise stated.
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Hiatory of German Literature. A study of the devel·
15, 1 6 .
.
.
f
rcprc·
opmcnt of German Literature and reading of selections rom
d
sentative authors of the most important periods. Hentschel, Hey ao
Lyon, llandbuch zur Einfi.ihrung in die deu~s~he Littcratur together
with collateral reading. Courses 3-4 prerequ1s1te.
17, 18. Scientific German. Material selected from the vari~us
1ciences. The object of the course is to give the student a pr~~ucal
reading knowledge of technical German. Courses 3-4 prercqumte.
Courses 1-4 arc given each year. Of courses 11-18, one or more
will be given each year, as determined by the number of students
electing the work.
GROUP Ill.

MATHEMATICS AND NATURAL SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL ENGINEERING
PROFl!SSOR ALLl!N
ASSISTANT PROFl!SSOR REDDITT

1, 2. Elementary Mathematical Analyaia. This course cov·
cring the plotting and discussion of simple functions, plane trig·
onomctry, elementary analytic geometry and calculus, is required of all
Fruhmcn.
3, 4, 5 . Elementary Mathematical Analysis. A three semester
course, for the Freshman year and the first semester of the Sophomore
year, covering the same subject matter as courses 1, 2. Three hours
per week, two hours credit per semester, total six semester hours credit.
11, 12. Calculus.
and 2 prerequisite.
•try.

Text, Griffin's Second Course.• Courses I

31, 32. Calculua and Differential Equations, Analytic GeoDI·
This course is designed for students of Engineering.

. 13, 14. Modern Geometry. Text, College Geometry, Alt·
sh11ler-Court. Offered 1931-32.
16. Deacriptive Astronomy. Alternate years. Given 1930-31.

17 • 18. Plane Surveyinir. Text, Raymond. Also Topographic
and Railroad Surveying. Offered 1931-32.
15. Field Work in Surveyinir. Courses 17 and 1S continued
and applied to concrete problems. Three hundred hours of office and
field work given in the six weeks following Commencement.

19, 20.

Descriptive Geometry, and Drawinir.

Text, De·

Odd numerala Indicate fl rat 1emeater; even numerals aecond nm•ter·
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scriptive Geometry, with shades a nd shadows and perspective, Church.
Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite. Given 1930-31.
21, 22. Elementa ry Mechanical Drawing. Seven and onehalf hours a week (3 hours' credit). Given 1930-31.

23, 24. Mathematics of Invest ment.
requisite.

Courses 1 and 2 pre-

The following courses have been given and may be repeated on
demand:
25, 26. Hist ory of Ma thematica.
ing. Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite.

27,
33.
34.
35,
37.

Lectures and collateral read-

28. Vector Analysis.
Projective Geometry.
Differ ential Equations.
36. Statistical Mathe matics.
Analytic Geometry.

39, 40. Pr obabilities a nd F init e Differences.

CHEMISTRY
PROFESSOR COOLIDGE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR RUTENBl!R

1, 2. Elementary Chemistry and Q u alitative A nalysis. The
first semester is devoted to the development of chemical theory and
~he chemistry of the non metals. The work of the second semester
•Deludes the study of the metals and the application of chemical theory
10
the systematic separation and detection of the common elements and
acid radicals. This course is limited to students who have had no
previous work in the subject. Four hours. Professor Rutenber.
3, 4. Gener al Chemistry and Qualit ative Analysis. The
course is limited to students who present High School Chemistry for
entrance, but whose preparation is inadequate to admit them into
Courses S, 6. Lectures, recitations and laboratory work. Four hours.
Professor Ruteaber.
5, 6. Inorganic Ch emistry a nd Qualitative Analysis. Lectures, recitations and laboratory work. Prerequisite, a satisfactory
course in High School Chemistry. Four hours. Professor Coolidge.

-

11, 12. Qua ntitative A nalysis.

Lectures, problems and labora-

All counea three boura unleaa otherwiae stated.
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tory work. Volumetric, gravimetric and ele~tromet~~ a~alysii. E~~
phasis is placed upon the applications of chemical equ1hbnum to ana Y
sis. Prerequisite, Course 1, 2 or 3, 4 or 5, 6. Four hours. Professor
Coolidge.
31, 32. Or1anic Chemistry. An introduction to the general
theory of the compounds of carbon. The laboratory work includes the
qualitative analysis and preparation of typical organic compounds.
Prerequisite or parallel, Courses 11, 12. Four hours. Professor Coo·
lidge.
33, 34. Physical Chemistry. A systematic presentation of
modern chemical theory. Lectures, recitations and laboratory work.
Prerequisite, Courses 11, 12 and Physics 1, 2. Four hours. Professor
Rutenber.
37. lnor1anic Preparations. The aim of this course is to de·
velop technique in the application of chemical principles to the prepar·
ation of pure inorganic substances not encountered in the elementary
courses. Chiefly laboatory work. Prerequisite Courses 11, 12. Pro·
fes•or Rutenber.
40. Advanced Quantitative Analysis. This course is ar·
ranged to meet the needs of the individual student and the work done
may comprise, water, gas, electro, organic or technical analysis. Chiefty
laboratory work. Prerequisite, Courses 11, 12. Professor Coolidge.
51, 52. Advanced Physical Chemistry. Reading and ditcussion of texts on advanced physical chemistry and thermodynam·
ics. Prerequisite, Courses 33, 34 and Mathematics 11, 12. Pro·
fessor Rutenbcr.

57. Advanced Or1anic Chemistry. A study of special topics
in organic chemistry. Conferences and laboratory work. Prerequisite,
Courses 31, 32. Professor Coolidge.
BIOLOGY
PROFESSOR WALTON

The courses in this department are not only designed for the
general student, but also furnish special training for those expectinl
to study medicine.
l l, 12. General Biolou. This is intended as an introduction
to subsequent courses as well as for the purpose of presenting •
Odd numerala Indicate ftrat semeateT; even numerals 1econd aemeater.
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general survey of the subject to those students wishing to take only
one year of Biology. I t consists of lectures, r ecitations and l aboraory work on selected types of organisms and on various phases of
animal and plant life of a specia l nature. Topics such as the origin
and manifestations of life, the cell and the cell theory, the individual,
heredity, variation, selection, genetics and especially mendelian phenomena, are carefully considered in the lectures. During the latter
part of the course the field of applied biology is reviewed, principles
of sanitation, hygiene and preventive medicine being given particular
emphasis.
The work is supplemented by occasional field excursions. Two
laboratory periods of two hours each and one hour lecture a week.
31, 32. Comparative Anatomy of the V ertebrates. Lecturea,
recitations and laboratory work on vertebrates from Amphioxus to
Man, with particular attention to comparisons of the skeletal system,
the nervous system, the circulatory system, etc. Textbook, Pratt, Vertebrate Zoology. Four hours' laboratory and one hour lecture a weclc.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 11, 12 prerequisite.
33, 34. HiatololY and Microtechniqu e. This course is arranged primarily for students intending to enter medical school. Permanent preparations arc made of organs and tissues which have been
previously dissected, fixed and placed in alcohol or imbeddcd in paraf6nc. Particular attention is paid to the functions of the various gr~ups
of cell!. The theory of the microscope and methods in microtechnique
sectioning, staining, etc., are carefully considered at the beginning of
t?c course. Four hours' laboratory and one hour lecture a vrcelc. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 11, 12 prerequisite.
5 1, 52. Embryolory. Lectures, recitations and laboratory work
ba•cd on a general study of the development of animals from the
f~rmation of the egg to the attainment of growth in the adult. Particular attention is given to cytology during the early part of the
cour-c. A series of in toto preparations and transverse sections from
the early stages of the chick a r e made by each student to be used in
•ubicqucnt study. Textbook: Patten: The Chick. Reference books:
~ft.\1urrich, Heisler, Minot, Hertwig, Roule, etc. Four hours' laboratory, one hour lecture a week. Elective for Senion. Courses 31-34
prerequisite. Alternate years.
53, 54. Neurolou. A comparative study of the growth and
•tr~e of the ner vous system in the different groups of animals,
All toureea three boura unless otherwise atated.
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f the central nervous IJI"
with particular attention to the morphology o
ne hour \ecturc a
• laboratory, o
··
tern of the vertebrates. Four h ours
prerequisite.
.
d S ·
Course 31 - 34
week. Elective for J umors an
eniors.
Alternate years.
.
•
laboratory wor~ at·
1
55, 56. Advanced B1olosY• Spec1a f
dents wishing to
0
. logy. eouues
ranged with reference to the individual needs
s;u 10
8
0
devote a maximum amount of time to the study
11, 12 and 33, 34 prerequisite.
PHYSICS
PROFESSOR JOHNSON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CoTI'llELL

'og

Physics enteri
11
' · cot.
1' 2 . General Physics. A course in Co ege and exper1111
into the mathematical theory of physical phenomena . .
Three
.
k .
ly quantitative.
The accompanymg laboratory wor 1s pure
.
iews and
class periods a week, including lecture demonstrations, r~v meste!·
quizzes, and at least fifty hours of laboratory work eac T~ latte!
Open to students who have had Mathematics 1 and 2 ·
e ade 1
requirement will be waived for first year students who hav~ m \act·
satisfactory showing in the preliminary Freshman mathematics pd fot
ment test. Prerequisite for the Bachelor of Science degree an dit
. I, eogmeenng
·
·
·
me d1ca
and other technical
courses. F ou r hou u' ere er·
11, 12. Experimental Mechanics and Properties of Matt '
Cla•• and laboratory work.
13. Theory of Heat. An analytical study of beat sources.
heat tnnsferenccs, methods of heat measurement, and the K.ioct1<
Theory of Gases.
~~
14. H eat. A laboratory study of beat effects, changes
. I
ume, thermometry, calorimetry, transfer of beat-energy, the mcchantCJ
equivalent of heat, etc.
15 · Theory o f L11ht.
·
•
• ·p\et of
A study of the underlying
pnoci
Geometrical and Physical Optics. Class and laboratory work.
16. Wavo Theory. Class and laboratory work.
17 • 18.
Electrical and Eloctroma1netic Measure~
Fund~~ental electrical units, measurements of resistance, current, e\CC'
tro-~ouve fore~, quantity, capacity, self- and mutual-induction. Tct·
rc•tna\ magnetism. Class and laboratory work.
191 20. Radio Communication
Electron tubes and radio
circuits. Class and laboratory work.
•
Odd numarala Indicate first aem•ter; even numerala aecond eem..ter·
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21, 22. Photometrical Measurements. Light sources and
their use in illumination. Photometric tests of commercial lighting
units, iucluding gas lamps, and direct and alternating current arc
and incandescent lamps. Class and laboratory work.
23, 24. Dynamo-Electric Machinery. Direct and alternating
current, in theory and practice. A pre-engineering course. Class and
laboratory work.
25, 26. Alternatina Current Theory.
27. The Rise of Physical Science. A course of lectures on the
luding natura I philosophers and physicists and their work down to
the Seventeenth Century. Supplemented with reports on collateral
reading.
28. Development of Modern Physics. From the beginning of
the Seventeenth Century down to the present time.
29, 30. Theoretical Mechanics.
anal)tical mechanics.

An elementary course in

31. Electron Theory. An advanced course on electrolytic
conduction, conduction of electricity through gases, radioactivity and
the structure of the atom. Recent theories of the constitution of matter. Lectures and reports on collateral reading.
32. Thermodynamics.

33.

Introduction to Mathematical Physics.

Selected topics.

34. Advanced Physical Measurements. Class and laboratory
work on selected topics from the experimental point of view.

35. Photoarapby.
tu• and processes.

A laboratory study of photographic apparaGEOLOGY
PROFESSOR LoRD

11. Physical Geoloay. A study of the earth's surface and the
forces that cau•e changes thereon; and of the structure of the earth's
cru•t; and the more important roc~s and minerals of which it is com·
P~sed. Lectures and recitations. One field trip or laboratory exerme on maps or specimens weekly. Prerequisite, Chemistry 1, 2 or
Phy&ics I, 2.

.
12. Historical and Economic Geology. A study of the evoluU?n of the earth's crust, including the sequence of periods as indicated by •ediments and fos•ils. Special emphasis is given to the
All eoon. \hr" houn unleu ot.herwl11e stated.
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origin
and mode of occurrence of economic m1nera
. th~!A
·
I d eposill and
)
Po ••tica
s1g01
p
· J an d commercial
·
· ·Iicance. L ectures and rccit1t10DJ.
6eld trip
on geologic
. or laboratory exercise
.
. f o 1·10s we ekly. rtrtquisite, Geology 11.

CROUP IV.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

HISTORY
PROFESSOR CAHALL
MR. McGOWAN

1

• 2. Mediaeval and Modern European History. A sum'
course of Western Europe from the Decline of the Roman Empire 1
the antecedents of the French Revolution. ."\mong other
1
treats of the rise of the Papacy the character of the Mediaeval CbuiQ
91
a.Od
origins in the 16th and 17th centuries of the present religi
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th nati~
S
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to furnish a background for the study of English law, literature, or
Church organization. The course is a survey of constitutional, political and social history until about 1700. In the second semester the
class is divided: the pre-law students read Books II and III of Blackstone's Commtnlarits, while the others complete their studies of 18th,
19th, and 20th century England. Given in 1931-32. Elective for
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. Professor Cahall.
35, 36. Intellectual Hiatory of Europe. An historical review
of the intellectual class and of its achievements in thought and opinion, invention, experiment and scholarship from remote times to the
present. The course deals with the greatest representatives of this
class in each period, and notes their spiritual ancestry, development,
attainments, and infiuence upon their times and later, and it stresses
particularly the contemporary achievements of this class in fields unknown or obscure to the ancients. Given in 1932-33. Year Course.
Professor Cahall.

37, 38. The Ase of the Renaiaaance. This course deals with
the intellectual, artistic, social, and political aspects of the fourteenth,
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It points out the rise of various modern forces such as individualism and nationalism. The lectures arc
supplemented by special studies from the literature of the times. Given
upon sufficient demand.
39, 40. Europe aince 1870. An intensive study of the origins
of the World War and of the treaties which followed the struggle.
Offered in 1930-31. Mr. McGowan.
41, 42. Hiatory of the American Frontier from 1763-1890.
A study of the Westward Movement and of the infiucncc of the Amer-

ican Frontier upon national politics.
McGowan.

Offered

in

1930-31. Mr.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PROFESSOR CAHALL

Ma.

McGowAN

1. American Government. A study of the national government and of sufficient political theory and constitutional law to understand it. Lectures, recitations and reports on text work and collateral
reading. Given 1931-32.
2. State and Municipal Government. A study of our State
~ents with special attention to that of Ohio; likewise of the
All coun• three houn unl.,.1 otherwiae atated.
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various types of city government, and of the problems 0 f city admini~
tration.
an d quizzes.
·
Lectures, recitations,
· ·
·
G1°ven 1931-32.
3, 4. European Government and PoI 1hc1.
. E aillll
M
The course
. .
to show the historical
background of existing
govern ments in uro,.
~
.
.
. .
their underlying principles and chief characteristics. Much ~ttc~til
ia given to contemporary problems and to the leaders artemptlDg
•olution. No prerequisite. Offered 1932-33.

6. International Relations and Current History.
•
An bistorical survey of the chief international problems which absorb the ~tt'.~
· of statesmen today. The course deals with the sources of. .frtctJ!j
t1on
foi
between nations such as an extreme nationalism, the compeuuo;. it
foreign markets, tariff wars, militarism and armaments and
matic intrigue, and with the agencies for their control such as
League of Nations, the Permanent Court, arms agreements, peace
etc. Offered in 1931-1932.
8
· The History and Organization of Political Partiea in :
States. The course aims to familiarize students with'«'
worlung of the Party system, with political ideals and party
It emphasizes the forces behind party politics and particularly .
strategy of the
. .
.
.
periods Ii
Pre-nom1nat1on convention and campaign
a Presidential Year. Offered
1932-1933.'
11
· International Law. A study of the law of nations, of th'.
movements f
W and •
or Peace, and of the effects of the Great
ar
lw
contemporary modifications upon international law. Open to Sop
mores, Juniors, and Seniors. Offered 1932-33.
12
is used. • J\11
American
th 1 d'Constitutional Law. The text and case mcthol
nd an
commented upone b ea h•ng. cases are analyzed by the student · a 10
sen1ors.
·
Y t e instructor. Open to Sophomores, Jumor'5
Offered 1931-32.

ip~

pact~

Unit~

practi~

i~

ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
PROFESSOR } ANES
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR KELLER

I. EconolDic s
. and 101f
lytic study 0 f
\lrvey, An introductory descripttve
Fresbm en as a our
organized
Prepar
· f economic life. Designed especiallyt
b!D 0•
only p ro f essor Keller.
ation or Courses 11 and 12. Open to Fres ·
~
la
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2. American Economic History. A study of the origins and
growth of our economic institutions; the leading features of our industrial and agricultural development; the trend of our domestic and
foreign trade, transportation, and finance. Open to Freshmen only.
Professor Keller.
11, 12. Principles of Economics. An introductory course in
the fundamental principles of the science. A preparation for an intelligent attitude toward economic problems. Recitations, lectures,
discussions. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. This
course must be taken as a whole in order to receive credit in either
part. Prerequisite for advanced courses. Professors Janes and Keller.
15. Socioloa. A study of the nature of society, social development, and some of the most important social problems. No prerequisite. Open to Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Professor
Janes.
16. Labor Conditions. A study of industrial relations. Thi1
coune includes a treatment of trade unionism, scientific management,
profit sharing, and the theory of wages. Prerequisite, Course lS or 11
and 12. Open to Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Professor Janes.
31. Money and Bankinir. The theory of money and credit.
The monetary systems of the world; the present banking systems of
the United States and other countries, and international exchange.
Text book and collateral reading, the preparation of an essay embodyina; the results of an intensive study of some relevant problem. Prerequisite, Courses 11 and 12. Elective for Juniors and Senion.
32. Bu1ine11 rmance. A study of the money and investment
market, the function of stock exchanges and the general financing of
business. Prerequisite, Courses 11 and 12. Elective for Juniors and
Seniors. Professor Janes.
33. Trusts and Corporations. A survey of the legal, financial,
and social problems ansmg from modern industrial organization.
Prerequisite, Courses 11 and 12. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
Professor Keller.
34. Taxation and Public Finance. A study of the development
of public finance and a critical analysis of the theory and practice
underlying our system of taxation and the management of public
revenue and expenditure. Prerequisite, Courses 11 and 12. Elective
for Juniors and Seniors. Professor Keller.
35. Trade of South America.

A study of the resources and

All counea thrM boun uni- ot.berwta. stated.
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trade of South America with an examination of commercial, political
12
tariff, ba nking, and credit conditions. Prerequisite, Courses 11 and ·
E lective fo r Juniors and Seniors. Offered 1931-32. Profesor Janet
36. International T rade. Theory and practice of intern•·
tional tr a de, p rotective tariffs, doctrine of comparative costs, io'.er·
national banking, the new status of the United States as a creditor
nation. Pr er equisite, Courses 11 and 12. Elective for Juniors and
Seniors. Offered 1931-32. Professor Jan es.

37. Transportat ion. The principles of transportation, theori'.1
of rate making, government regulation, and the development of rul
water, motor, and air services. Prerquisite, Courses 11 and 12. Elei:·
tive for J uniors and Seniors.
38. lnaurance. The principles of insurance with a study of
~he modern practices in the fields of commercial, life, fire, and marine
msu.rance. Prerequisite, Courses 11 and 12. Elective for Juniors and
Seniors.
39'. Prin ciplea of A ccountina. While technical in method, thi•
~oune aims at the interpretation of accounts rather than at the traiD•ng of accountants
· ·
· given
·
·
· · I of
.
· T rammg
1s
10 the fundamental prrnc1p Cl
bookkeeping and thos f
.
. .
d ti
El .
e o accounting. Prerequ1s1te Courses 11 an
ective fo r J uniors and Seniors. Professor Keller.
·
1
d' 40. Adva n ced A c counhna.
A continuation of Course 39 °11'
c1u •ng the application 0 f
· ·
blema · I d'
principles of accounting to practical pro
me
u
mg
the
interp
t
·
f
t
. .
re auon o balance sheets and operating sta ~
me t 9 p
n •
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·
and s ·
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ourses 11, 12, and 39. Elective for Jumon
eruors. Professor Keller.
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PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
PROF ESSOR R IGG

A.

PHILOSOPHY

11. Introduction to Philo1opby. A preliminary survey of
the various philosophical interpretations of the w orld. Open to
Sophomores, J union, Seniors.
12. Ethic.. A consideration of var ious theories dealing with
the meaning and justification of morality and of their application to
personal and social problems. Open to Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors.
13, 14. Hiatory of Pbiloaoph y. The ancient and mediaeval
periods a re covered in the first semester, and the modern period in
the second. Open to Sophomores, J uniors, Seniors. O ffered each year.
15. Lo1ic. T he course covers the usual work in deductive
and inductive Logic. T he operations of deductive Logic arc illustrated by means of the Singer-Smith symbolism. Open to Sophomores,
Junion, Seniors.
16. Aesthetic.. T he course will present a survey of the prin·
cipal theories of the beautifu l as delineated in the five major fine
arts. The vic\vpoint of the course w ill be philosophical rather than
technical. Open to Sophomores, J uniors, Seniors.
31, 32. Seminar in Pbilo1opby. Prerequisite, Philosophy 13,
14. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
B.

PSYCHOLOGY

1 t, 12. General P1ycholo1Y. An introductory course cover·
ing the entire field. A considerable amount of laboratory work will be
required. Students intending to apply fo r a teacher's certifica te should
take this cour!C in their Sophomore year . Open to Sophomores, Juniors,
Seniors. Offered each year.

. 31, 32. Social PaychololY. A study of P sychological principles as they affm group life. Some applications of P sychology will
be considered. Prerequisite, Psychology, 11, 12. Open to Juniors
and Senior•. Offered each year.
33, 34. Ellperimental P 1ycbolo1ry.
An advanced laboratory cour e. Prerequisite, Psychology 11, 12. Open to J uniors and
Senion.

~5. . Educational P1ycbolou. A study of the application of
the prmc1plc of Plychology to the problems of education. Prerequisite,
~gy 11, 12. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
All eoun. tbr~ hours uni- othenriae elated.
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f the variou• tesll
36 Mental Measurement•. A survey o
. __ ,
•
.
. ·
in educauon illN
1
now in use, and a consideration of th eir app icauon .
d Seniofl.
industry. Prerequisite, P sychology 11, 12. Open to Junion a n

RELIGION AND THE emLE
PROFESSOJ. WATSON, of Bexley Hall
CHAPLAIN BAILEY
. .
'n the o~
11. Old T estament. A study of the types of wnu~g 1
1\1
Testament and the conditions w hich brought them into existence.
.
.
.
Pentateuch, l ltstoncal
Books, Ma1or
Prophets, M'rnor p ro phets' Poit~r
1
and Wisdom Literature including all books of the Old Testament
discus,ed and classified. One hour a week. Required for Sopbomo~
Chaplain Bailey.
·
the metb;t).
12. New T estame nt. The second semester continues

of the first semeste r with p rimary emphasis on the Gospels and
historical background of the times. Paul's Epistles, the Genell
Epistles and the Book of Revelations are studied with special atter
tion to their relation to the growth of the Early Church. One boor
week. Required of Sophomores. Chaplain Bailey.
31. The Life of Je1u1 Chriat The aim of the course ii'
present the character a nd ideals of J e;us in their historical setting, 1
to realize how his life and his environment reacted upon each otl"
A textbook is used in connection with the Gospels. Subjcets 1
assigned for discussion and written work. Three hours i •t~·
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Professor Watson.
d•
32. The Life of St. Paul. A similar purpose and metbo ~.
pursued in following the development of Christianity from Jerusal_
~o Rome. T he career of St. P aul is now the central matter of 11'
m its historical relationships and perspective. The Acts and St. pa
Letters are used with the text-book. Three hours a week. ElrC
for Juniors and Seniors. P rofessor Watson.

HYGIENE AND PHYSICAL EDUCAT ION
DIRECTOR KUTLER
DR. J OHN R. CLAYPOOL
The purpose of this department is to care for and promote.
gheneral health and physical welfare of the students and to inCto:
1 e formation of h b'
·
'
1·1v1n
· g 11~
.
a its o f rational
exercise and healthy
11
~ontinued
du ring life.
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Each student is required to present a thorough medical and
physical examination upon entrance. At the beginning of each year
each student is given a thorough physical examination to corroborate
the physical entrance examination and to determine general condition,
physical efficiency, and individual needs. If disabilities arc indicated,
monthly examinations are given and special corrective work is arranged for in place of the regular courses.
Work in physical education is required of all Freshmen and
Sophomores.
Freahman Course
Outdoor activities: such as track and field athletics, soccer, playground ball, and group games, as long as the weather permits.
Indoor activities: calisthenics, corrective exercises, boxing, and
gymnasium games. First and second semesters. Four hours a week.
Sophomore Course
Graded and progressive work of the same type as given to Freshmen. First and second semesters. Four hours a week.
Athletic Teams
Teams for intercollegiate competition in football, baseball, basketball, track and field athletics, cross country running, tennis and golf,
are formed each year. Students are given credit on the physical education requirement for participation in athletics during the respective
team seasons.
Intramural Athletics
Great stress is placed on the organization and instruction of
intramural teams in basketball, baseball, track and field athletics,
tennis, golf, soccer, boxing and volley ball.

LECTURES TO FRESHMEN
During the first semester of the college year weekly lectures arc
given to new students. The President discusses important problems
of college life and outlines the history of Kenyon College. The
Director of Physical Education gives a short course in personal hygiene
and the Professor of Psychology lectures on methods of study and
related aubjects. Required of all new students. One hour credit.

SS
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LECTURFSHIPS
THE BEDELL LECTURESHIP

A fund of five thousand dollars established by Bishop anl
Mrs. Bedell provides for biennial lectures on the Evidences ~
Natural and Revealed Religion, or the Relation of Science r
Religion. These lectures are given every second year. t\I
Founders' Day, which is celebrated on the Festival of All Saint•
The publication of the lectures is provided for.
The following lectures have been delivered:
The Rt. Rev. John Williams, D.D., LL.D., "The World's Wi!Dll
to Christ." 1881.
The Rt. Rev. Henry Cotterell, D.D., "Revealed Religion iD ll
Relation to the Moral Being of God." 1883.
The Rt. Rev. Hugh Miller Thompson, D.D., "The World
the Logos." 1885.
The Rev. James McCosh, S.T.D., LL.D., "The Religious
of Evolution." 1887.
The Rt. Rev. David H. Greer, D.D., "The Historical
Moral Power of Hi story." 1889.

~

A~

Chris~ "

The Rt. Rev. Arthur Cleveland Coxe, D.D., LL.D., "Holy W
•nd Modern Thought." 1891.
A !he Rt. Rev. William A. Leonard, D.D., "The Witness of
mencan Church to Pure Christianity." 1893.
The Rt. Rev. Boyd Vincent, D.D., "God and Prayer; the R"
sonableness of Prayer." 189 S.
1897 . The Rev. William Reed Huntington, D.D., "A National Cbuf(I
The Rev, Morgan Dix, D.D., D.C.L., "The Supernatural CV
acter of the Christian Religion." 1899.
. The Rt. Rev. Henry C. Potter, D.D., D.C.L., "Man,
Their Master." 1901.

Men,~

The Rt. Rev. William Croswell Doane, D.D., "Evidence, EJP'.
ence, Influence." 1903.
•nd

~~e\Rt~9~.v. Arthur

C. A. llall, D.D., "The Relation of

fr
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The Rt. Rev. Thomas F. Gailor, D.D., Biahop of Tennessee,
"The Christian Church and Education." 1909.
The Rev. George F. Smythe, D.D., "The Shepherd of Israel: A
Contribution to the Evidences of Revealed Religion." 1911.
The Rev. George Hodges, D.D., Dean of the Cambridge Divinity
School, "The Church in the Fourth Century." 1913.
The Rev. W. H. P. Faunce, D.D., President of Brown University,
"The Enlarging Horizon of Church and State." 1917.
The Rev. William T. Manning, D.D., Rector of Trinity Church,
NC\'• York City, "The Call to Unity," 1919.
The Rev. Charles F . Thwing, Litt.D., President Emeritus of
Wcstun Reserve University, "Education and Religion," 1926.
THE LARW!Ll. LECTURESHIP

This fund of ten thousand dollars is the gift of Joseph H.
Larwill, E~.• of the Class of 1855. The income is available for
occasional lectures or for courses of lectures on subjects of general interest. The Founder desires that at least every third year
a lecture or a course of lectures, philosophical in tone, shall be
delivered on one of these great subjects: "What can I know?
\Vhat ought I to do? For what can I hope?"
At the discretion of the College Faculty, lectures delivered
on the Foundation may be published.
Among the occasional lecturers on this Foundation have been
Dr. Svante Arrhenius, of the University of Stockholm; Professor Anatole Lcbru, of the Univeuity of Rennes; William Butler Yeats; Eugene Brieux; Alfred Noyes; Hugh Walpole; Dr. Philip Fox, Director
of the Dearborn Ob~ervatory; Bertrand Russell; Dr. Michael I. Pu pin,
of Columbia University; Dr. Robert A. Millikan, of the California
Institute of Technology; Dr. Edward M. East of Harvard University,
and Bernard Fay, of the University of Clermont.

Formal academic courses have been delivered as follows:
Charles W. Eliot, LL.D., President Emeritus of Harvard University, "The Future of Trades Unionism and Capitalism in a Democracy." October, 1909. (G. P. Putnam's Sona.)
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The Hon. Theodore E. Burton, United States Senator from Ohio,
"Modern Democracy." November, 1911.
D partment
George Edward Woodberry, formerly bead o f t h e e
f
0
of Comparative Literature at Columbia University, "Two Aspects
Criticism: Creative and Historical." May, 1913.
. · t Science
John W. Burgess, LL.D., formerly Professor of PoI 1uca
.
and Constitutional Law in Columbia University, "The Administrauon
of President Hayes." October, 1915. (Scribner's.)
Irving Babbitt, A.M., Professor of French Literature at Harvard
University, "Democracy and Imperialism." March, 1920.
.
John Dewey, LL.D., Professor of Philosophy in Columb'11 U01·
venity, "The Public and Its Problems." January, 1926.
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ADMINISTRATION
Re1ri1tra t ion

The One H undred and Eighth college year opens with
Evening Prayer at t he College Chapel at 5 o'clock on Thursday,
Septemeber 24, 1931.
All new students should arrive Monday, September 21st,
and obtain their room assignments and other instructions from
the Office of the Registrar, South Ascension, first floor. Placement tests are given to all new students, beginning at 9 :00
A. M., Tuesday, in Ascension M.31. These tests are prerequisite to assignment to courses.
Returning students will register on Tuesday and Wednesday, September 22nd and 23rd.
All new students who have failed to register in courses on
~e days assigned and all returning students who failed to register their choice of studies before the close of the preceding
college year pay a late registration fee of $5.00 and $1.00 for
each additional day subsequent to September 24th.
Tuition

. The charge for tuition is $300.00 a year, with an additional charge for extra courses. The incidental fee is $10.00 a
semester.
For laboratory courses in the Departments of Chemistry,
ihysics, and Biology, a fee of $10.00 a semester is charged.
n the Department of Geology the fee is $5.00.
Dormitory Room•

The College dormitories are: Old Kenyon, Hanna Hall,
and Leonard Hall. The dormitory charge for rent, heat, light,
and janitor service varies from $40.00 to $90.00 per semester.
The rooms are heated by steam from a central heating plai:it
and arc finished in Flemish Oak. Furniture is not included 10
the rental
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The Collese Commona

By the co-operation of the Trustees and Alumni· the Col·
lege Commons was opened in 1912. Peirce Hall, the ne7
College Commons, the gift of Frank H. Ginn, '90, and~·
liam Nelson Cromwell was opened in September, 1929. . e
Commons furnishes good board at cost and forms a convenient
social center or college club for all students. All students ~a~
in advance a Commons charge of $150.00 a semester, whic
includes meals and general club house privileges.

Paymenb

t

Before registration for each semester, all students make
payment of $325.00, of which (a) $100.00 is an unrefunda~e
advance payment towards the college fees for the semester, ( )
$150.00 is the Commons charge for board for the semester, and
(c) $75.00 establishes a credit fund for the purchase of tci;
books and for extra service at the Commons. The unexpend
balance of this credit fund (c) receives at the end of the semester
an interest allowance of two per cent.

For the first semester this advance payment is due on~
tcmber 1st, and reservations for new or returning students ''111
b
not e held after this date unless the advance payment ]Ui
been made.

statements for

"Oil
the semester of the balance due in additl
to the advance payment are issued by the Treasurer about Oc!O'
her IS and March 15. The payment of such balances is regu·
lated by the following rule of the Board of Trustees:

All students are required to pay their college fees in advance
Any student whose bill shall not have been paid withio 11'.'.
weeks after th d
· .
flice "11·
b
e ate of its u sue from the Treasurer's o
e suspended from all College privileges until payment h•• btC1
made. If th b·11
h
.
th croe11t!1
1
e
s a 11 remam unpaid at the end of e 8
the suspension will become final.
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Religious Services

Morning prayers are said daily in the College Church.
The Holy Communion is celebrated every Sunday at half-past
seven in the morning and also a t half-past ten on the first Sunday of the month. On Saints' Days the Holy Communion is
celebrated at a quarter past nine in the morning. The choir
is composed of College students.
Students are required to be present at Morning Prayers
every day and at the Church services on Sunday morning and
the chief Holy Days.
Every absence from or tardiness at Morning Prayers gives
one mark for absence, and every absence from or tardiness at a
Church service at which attendance is required gives two marks.
A student is allowed thirty-five marks a semester, of which not
more than 12 are applicable to Sunday absence, and is suspended
for the remainder of the semester if he exceeds that number.
No application for excuse on any ground whatever is received
from the student.
Discipline

Regularity in the performance of all College duties is
insisted upon, and any student who persistently neglects his
work is required to leave College.
The Faculty reserves the right to suspend or remove any
student whenever it believes that the interest of the College
requires such action.
Since 1905 a committee of Seniors elected by the student
~dy has assumed the responsibility of maintaining di scipline
in the College dormitories. By the present constitution of the
Kenyon College Assembly t he Senior Council is charged with
the performance of this duty. The council therefore undertakes
to Preserve good order, to protect College property and to enforce the rules of Trustees and Faculty which strictly forbid
the ~ceping of intoxicating liquor on the College premises. The
Se.nior Council holds frequent meetings and meets once a month
with the President of the College.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
·
All scholarships are held subject
to t h e following
h" regulaof lllJ
tion1 of the Faculty: "All students holding scholadrs •fP:Wo and
kind &hall be required
·
to mamtam
· · an av erage gra e. 0
nd ta
one-half, to observe reasonab1e economy 10
· expenditure, acolic&'
refrain from behavior which will subject them to
discipline."
( •)

f:~OO\HD

"ft of

li<.:llOLAll.SlllPS

Tiu John W. Andrtws, Jr., Scliolarsliip, of $3000,f thh.e

~o.

llon. John W. Andrews, of Columbus, Oh"10, ·m m emory o 15 bcquetl
T/11 Au•tin Badger Scholarship, of $~400, fo~nded bbyawarded
of Au•lin Bad&er, of Medina, Ohio. The mcome is to e
. d
only 10 • 11udent preparin& for the ministry.
. Shuman Btnnttt Scl1olarJl11p,
.
T/11 Philo
o f $500'. ns~1gne
.
tor ftl11
Ken)on Colle&e by the Hon. Wilham
J. B ryan. as adm101otra
d and dt. .
Mr. Bennett. The income of this fund is to be given to nee Y
tervina 1tuden1a.

TJ,, Carntgit Scholarship Fund, of $25,000, the gt·f1 of Aodrt'
acc41
Carnegie, E•q. Gr•n1s from the income of this fund are made!to ffl
•nd de crv1na
t s. Posto an11
• students for the payment of College b"JJ
Holy Ordera ue ineliaible.
T nt
• Carl tr Sc/io/arJ/11p
• Fund, of $5000, the gt"ft o f Mu. (Jctlf
Carllf
of Alb•ny,
York, in memory of he r husband, the Rev. h Jiii
Galen Carter, S.T.D., of the Class of 1864 and hi s father, tfe !Ill
La "•on Car1er, l•te of Cleveland, Ohio. The
' income provt"des "'fCll'
or
Kbolaublpa
and in malting appointments preference is to be 11 '
I
f
PD•tu anta or Orde.,, especially to such postulants as are BODI
cleraymen.

~cw

T

· SchoiarJhip, of $5000, founded by h"11 pareoll
• cUJ/11ng
,,,
• ill~
memory of Kirke W. Cushing, '14. The appointment is
t:etl"
handa of the President, the Professor of English and the r0 ;;
of Mathematics with the direction that it be conferred upon 1
of •pccial need and merit who has been at least one year in rest

plac~d

~~

$I~
O~

Tiu Albtrt Doug/as ScholarJhip a scholarship of
' tablitbed by. the "!'Ion. Albert Dougla:, of the Class of 1872C:O!Jle of $SOO 11 . .ll&ned to a student not a candidate for Holy
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b.
the n ative
.
.
f Chillicothe, 0 10'.
preference to be given t? reside~ts 0
of eligibility·
• •
city of the donor. Financial need JS a condibon
"ft of the late
The Doyle Scholarship Fund of $10,000.0?, the .fable for young
·11
The ·Jncome is avai
Josepb B. Doyle of Steubenv1 e.
· te course. Stu1
men preparing for Holy Orders during their col egiba
Steubenville,
.
S b ' Cburc es,
dents from Saint Paul's and Samt tep en s
are preferred beneficiaries.
ch given by
.
.
.
f $2500 ea '
The Ginn Sc/1olarsl11ps, two scholarsh ips 0
d Millicent Pope
their sons in memory of Francis Marion Gin~ ~· h Schools, pre~
Ginn. Eligibility is limited to graduates of Ohio ig where Franc••
erence being given to students from Sand usky Cou;ty rnont and Clyde
M. Ginn served as Principal and Superintend ent at re
for more than thirty years.
blisbed by
f
5 000 esta
The Rutherford B. Hayes '42 Sclio larsliip, of $ ' The income 0
the Trustees of the Hayes Foundation at Frerno.nt.
f the Coll ege.
0
$250 is assigned to a student selected by the President •
d b Mrs.
d estabhshe y
t
The Ralph S. Holbrook, '87, Scholarship F11-n ' T
do valued a
1
e :. and Trust
Holbrook and consisting of certain r e al estate in
· gsB~~
·
$10,000.00, placed in the bands of the Security Savin
cornrn1ttee
C
de by a
s
ompany as trustee. Awards from income are rna
from Luca
designated by the donor and are limited to students
County, Ohio.
b be0 fou nded y
The Thomas A. McBride Scholarshi p, of $200 .'
rnorY of her
quest 0 f M
M
· JD me
rs. ary A. McBride of W ooster Oh•0 •
aon Th
'
'
•
omas A. McBride, of the Class of 1867.
Mil mine,

°

The Milmine Scholarship, founded by Mrs. Charlesd ~ilrnine, of
of New York ·
Edwar
ted
• m memory of her husband Charles
dent selec
th e Class 0 f '&•
.
•
a stu
•· The income of $400 is a ssigned to
. d t the D ean,
Ior general m . h
pres• en '
ent Y a committee consisting of the
an d the R ·
egistrar of Kenyon College.
st of
Th
d d by beque
e
Nash
Scholarship
Fund,
of
$lO
OOO
foun
e
th
e
scbol
a r] ob M . Nash f c· .
.
. I •
fo r
re
•h·
f
' o
mc1nnat1. The income pro,,.des
•ps o about $200 each
b
The G
.
o e stablished y
the "eorge Jonei Put Scholarshi"' of $2,000.0 f . nd G eorge
~ucat of G
.
"
g rie •
Jonea p
..,.. corgc Ledhe in honor of his life 1on
cct, ~cnyon '65.
F.
The So
.
Mr· Geo rge
Southard f uthhard Scholarshi p, of $2500 the gift o~
to a student
.
• o t e Cla88 0 f
•
b given
ID regular at
d'
1873. Preference is to e
an 1ng.
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TlUSTIU' ScHOLUSHIPS.
d Pit
10
The Board of Trustees offer in certain selected High
t'tive 1wa1'
1
· to b e given
·
as a compe
paratory 1ehool1 a scholarshap
which is dcdudd
The value of these scholarships is $100.00 each,
from the tuition fee for the freshman year.

LOAN FUNDS
Tli1 C•rti1 Fund which now amounts to over $~0,000.
'
on Ohio, gra
The late Henry B. Curtis, LL.D., of Mt. Vern . • f meritoril'
to the Trustees of Kenyon College a fund fo~ the aid .~be ioirrd'
1tudent1 by loans of money at a low rate of mterest.
irr Gt
intended to meet only the risk of death, and is not to be grea
•he average rate of life insurance.
pii
1
The application
· ·
· scholarsh'•P must •tale dibeiddll'
for n Curus
cant's name, residence and age, and his father's name an lfll r
The father or guardian must endorse the application and
belief that tbe loan will be repaid at maturity. The ~acu •· 1'
1..
con11"der the application to be confidential and ·ID gra nuog od
fl)
"ill 1ake ·into cons1derat1on
·
. the apphcant's
.
'character, ability
. a ~
incl ud"ang b'" nammations
·
in school and co11 ege, an d hto .reco
· Al
reo.
•
•u 1anty,
punctuality and general conduct. Th e ap propriauo.gp
made for a Year at a time and are available only for the p~l r*
temester f ecs. Upon receiving the credit the student gt·ves bit P f
1 0 ry
· h intereit 11
note f or the repayment five years from date, wit

es\,,;

0

rate of one and one half per cent.

·a1ied

Tht Orm1by Phillips Fund of $1000 which was establ_' •
Mr. and Mrs. Bakewell Phillips of Pittsburgh, Pennsy\vant••
loaned 1'ithout interest to a stude~t for the ministry.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
MATRICULATION

Each student on entering College is assigned to a member
of the Faculty who acts as his special adviser in all matters pertaining to his College work and life.

s~s

A student is admitted to matriculation when he has
tained a satisfactory probation as described on page 24. Matnculation gives accredited membership in the Institution, entitles
to an honorable dismissal and is essential to his obta1n1ng a degree. The public exercise of Matriculation
on or soon .after the opening day of each semester. The candidate then signs the following obligation:

th~ ~tudent

occu~s

Colle~e,

be· We, the subscribers, undergraduates of Kenyon
admitted to the rite of matriculation, do promise,
eac I or himself:

tnlgfno\~

~·

reg
. That We will faithfully observe and obey the laws and
Pr ".dahona of the College, and all authoritative act1 of the
tsi ent and F
I
d "th the
Colle e·
acu ty, so long as we are connecte WI •
and as
. our powe r , on all occasions
we will• giv
h far
. as rnay b e 1n
.•nfluence
of our good example and precept to
induce otherse 1neltk
·
2
e c1rcurnstances to do the same.
· As fai1bf 1
d
t
her
our Al u sons of Kenyon College, we will ren er o
Illa Mater, at all tirnes and on all occuions, due
honor and
Proper Ille reverence, Striving to promote her welfare by all
1
abstaining carefully from all things that
1lllay tend
•
1llPa1r
'1ll•nary
of Iearning.
. he r ·•n fl uence or limit her use f u Iness as a

~

~

•s

~n~, an~

p·•nal ellaininatio E:xAM1~ Al'to~s

~s

and cover the Work
are held at the end of each semester
Students
o the half Year
are req ·
·
U1red to take final examinations in all
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.
.
.
If f rom such examint
su bJects.
Any student absenting
h1mse
;id
.
. d to repeat t h e su b.1ect m
. c1ass an d is not allow
tlons
1.s require
to make it up by examinations.
the
Since I 901 all examinations have been held underd t
H onor System. A joint resolution of faculty and stu.~~.;
established the principle that all examinations whether ongu..
or conditional and all tests and written lessons shall be COO'
ducted in accordance with the principles of the Honor SystelilThe Senior Council of nine members elected by the Kc:o
College Assembly is charged with the enforcement of ~he anl
adopted by the A ssembly for the conduct of examinations
investigates any cases of suspected violation.
Each student on entering College signs the following H~nv:
Pledge which is binding at all examinations, tests and wntte!
lessons:
. Pled ge.· I pledge myself to support the Honor System of extPI'
nations
t 0 th e utmost of my ability, and not only to act ·10 accordaJll
•
with what I conscientiously believe to be its spirit, but also to ~~
age others to d 0 th
.
y v1ol1vof it.
e same and strongly to discountenance an
GRADES

2-Good ; 2lii
3-·a1r·4u
7~
F !he system· of grades is I -Excellent·' Jr~;
attl
·
' - nsatisfactory; 5-Failure the subject to be repc
in course Fo
d
.
'
be it
ta' d . ·
r gra uat1on a grade average of 3 must
rn me l in all courses and also in the courses in each dcpat-·
cnta group.
· 2~
Students wh
higher
.
osc average for their college course 15
receive the Ba h l , d
5 hi..i,,'
mag11a cu 111 1 d
c e or s egree cum laude; I. or ~~
flu e,. 1.25 or higher, sum ma cum laude.

Th

MERIT LIST

e annual cat l
di¢
who ave rag · a ogue prints (page 77) a list of the stu
2
.
einscholar ·)'
d
·
h
~
or lugher.
s 11 P unng the preceding year as
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HONORS

Final Honors at graduation are conferred in the order of
rank upon studen ts whose average grade for the entire course is
I ~ or higher. The names of honor men are announced at
the Commencement exercises and are printed in the annual
catalogue.

Tun PHI

BETA KAPPA SOCIETY

At ninety-nine American Colleges and Universities chapters
of the Phi Beta Kappa Society are at present established. The
society was organized to encourage and to recognize excellence
in scholarship, and high standing is an essential condition for
admission. The fraternity which was founded at William and
Mary College in 1776, established the Beta Chapter of Ohio
at Kenyon College in 1858. Undergraduates may be elected at
the end of the Junior and of the Senior year.
HOODS

The American intercollegiate system of academic costume
has been adopted. For the Bachelor's degree the hood is black
in color and not exceeding three feet in length. It is of the
same material as the gown and lined with mauve silk, the College color. The binding or edging, not more than six inches in
width, is distinctive of the faculty to which the degree pertains,
as follows: Arts, white; Theology, scarlet; Law, purple; Philosophy, dark blue; Science, gold yellow. The hood for the
Master's degree is the same shape as the bachelor's but one foot
longer. The Doctor's hood is of the same length as the Master's, but has panels at the side.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

The literary societies, the Philomathesian, founded in 18:7,
and the Nu Pi Kappa, founded in 1832, are actively mam-
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tained. Weekly meetings are held by both societies, and one or
more debates with other colleges are arranged each Y~·
Interest is further stimulated by inter-society debates. By gift\
from the Alumni, the society rooms in Ascension Hall are t.i~nd·
somely finished in carved oak, with beamed and paneled ceiling•
and elaborate window and door casings.
The student publications are the Collegian, which ap~a;
each month during the College year, and the Reveille, pubh,h
annually by the Junior Class.
Original musical comedies have occasionally been prepared
and presented by the College men. The work has been dOI'.
without professional assistance or training, and for original'.tl
good taste and cleverness has attracted much favorable notl~·
Th~ productions have been presented at a number of towns 111
Ohio and Michigan.
1:he management of all athletic, musical, dramatic and
other interests is vested in the Kenyon College Assembl)', r!corporate organization of the student body.
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Seniora
Claas of 1931
C111mo1.M SrEStF.R BAER, Ph
Cleveland
____ w.K.
EowAto ABRAM BALDWIN, Ph- ---Adrian, Mich . _______N .L.
]AMES VAsCLEAVE BLANKMEYER, Ph. _,Sp ringfield, Ill. - - - • S.L.
LAtlE~tORE Buu, Cl
vanston, Ill.
1S M.K.
STASTON CARLE, Ph Fostoria ---- -· _ _ _ _ s.H.
Jons GOWAN CARLTON, Cl
_ Sault Ste. Marie, Mich ._ N.H.
llnnAt.t AVERY DAWSON, Sc _ _East Liverpool _
--- M.L.
JOHN BRAOBUlY EBERTH, Ph - - _ Toledo
M.L.
EUCENI MINOll EHRBAR, Ph - - - __Elyria
----- -· 6 M.K.
FHNCIS BtllT EVANS, Sc - - ---Sharon, Pa . . ____ - N.H.
R'ntosD FASCI, Sc
___ --Adams, Mass. _ _ _
M.H.
:\ov1ce GAtL FAWCETT, Sc _ _ _ _ Gambier _
M.H.
Wu.u s BELL FEREBEE, Ph ___ _ _ Milwaukee, Wis.
M.L.
l'HILLIP WHITCOMB Fox, Cl_ _ - Milwaukee, Wis.
E.K.
THO\IAS BOARDMAN GllEENSLADB, Cl . Bellevue _
S.L.
GtOllCE RUSSEL HARGATE, Cl
Youngstown
Bexley Hall
Jom1 HErrt.v HEIN, Ph .... _. _ _._\Vheeling, W. Va. S.H.
Jons GR1rnr11 Horr, JR., Ph
Kansas City, Mo. _ ___ E.K..
JA' 1E! .\nwu1. HucnEs, Ph
Butler, Pa.
S.H.
~htroN JANE~, Sc
_
Gambier ___ ·- - - Cano JOPLING LESTER, Ph _
__Dayton --· ·- - - W.K.
RiQtuo COLLtss LoRD, JR., Sc
_ Gambier - - - - - N.L.
lltsn Cov1i.;r,ros Lo,c11, Cl
Wheaton, Ill.
M.L.
EucEsE PAtc;sv McCUNE, Sc
. _ Sandusky
- --\V.l(.
~1A111: McEuov, JR., Ph
_ _Cleveland
S1 M .K.
CLYDE KEITH ~I \CUS ZIE, Ph
Houghton, Mi;h: =
M.L.
]AC1t Moon, Ph
_
_Shaker Heights
1S M.K.
Rouu McDERt.ttTH NEVIN Cl __Dayton
-N.L.
Hoi.iu S1ttLTON Powuv, Sc'
_Monroeville - - - S M.K.
Mnos V1 s ros ROBUiSON, Ph ___Canton - - M.L.
A ;nuw WALCOTr Rosa, Ph
_ __Muncie, Ind.
S.L.
MAL'll1c1 HEILIG SANDBERG, Ph
__Kansas City, Mo.
E.K.
DoNALO FtASltLIN SATTLER, Cl _ _ Mt. Vernon - - - SH
Eowuo McDOWELL SCHEMPP, Ph_ Carnegie, Pa.
Rowui;o llAtOLD SHEPHERD, Sc _ _ Cumberla~d, Md.
E.K.
llEsu AtTHUR SHVTI!, Cl ____ Newton H1&hlands, Mau. -

s:H:
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S.K
BERT WILLIAM SLEFFEL, Ph .
Cleveland ---·--·-----El
WM. HUMPHREYS STACKHOUSE, JR. Ph..Springfield - · ------·----·-w.K
Louis DEllAYES STRUTTON, Ph _ _ N?rwalk ----- --_:=~1
JOllN BREAKENRIDCE TEMPLETON, Ph..Hmsdale, Ill.
M.L
ALLEN POWELL THOMAS, Ph ____ cJeveland
--THE REV. IIARRY FRANKLIN
TR UXALL, P/i
_ - -Danville
S.H.
II UGH WILSON WAYT, JR., Sc ______Mt. Vernon
·-----~1.L
WILLIAM ROBERT WEoe, Ph ____Sharon, Pa.
·
M.I.
]OllN ANDREW WILLIAMS, Ph _ _ __Burlington, Vermont --

Juniors
C lan of 1932

H
STANLEY EDWARD ASHTON, Cl
____ Cascade, Idaho - - - - - - M
S.L
STANLEY STOKES BANNING, Ph
_ Cleveland - ---·-----M.L
DONALD CHARLES BARRICK, JR., Ph __Canton - - - - - - - - - MAURICE EVAN BELL, Sc - · - - --Walhonding - - - - - ;
\VALTER Al.BERT BESECKE, JR., Ph
Martin City, Mo. - DEFRl!l!s BRIEN, Ph _ _ ,_l)ayton --------- - - - NJ!
EDMUND CADLE, Ph - - - - · _ _East Cleveland ------·--- S.L
EnWAR.D AR.TliUR. CHAMPION, Cl
- ...Elyria
BAtR.n BROOMHALL COFFIN, Sc
_Troy - - - - - - -MJ!.
Jons PAREs CRAINE, Cl __ _ - -Geneva
- - - - - - 5Jt
Louis DICKINSON, Ph
- -..Alton, Ill.
----·--SJ!
AUL PALMER EDGAR, Sc _
---Da nvill e
··-------- - \Vl
llu<;11 KOONT:i; EtCKMAN, Ph
_
- Dayton
· - - - - - 11.)
Hovcg ELLIOTT s
- ,,
.
, c _
_ __ Cleveland
---5.1.
EowAR.D MoRTIMl!R. F1!RR1s, Ph ___ _Akron _ ·- - - - - - - { . I .
Jons Kl!N GILLETT, Ph - ·-Toledo
FR.Asc1s GtNN Cl
.
-~j.
llARR.y G 0
'.
Gates Mills
--M.L
RDos Go1tsucH Pl1
M v
RoauT T
•
-t. ernon - ---..ijl
AYLOR. lIAASl! Cl
b d Ill
_ ..
R1c11AaD lI
'
- - I .om ar ,
. - - - - · •IP.
1.TrslNt>ILLAR. Ph
- ··.
l)AN GERALD J
'
- - - -Ironton -- - -----~{.i.
A
OllN50N, Sc
Mt V
__ llTJ1u1t ]AM£s McBuR.N~h
- J .k ernMo~ h
~).
OMER \VasnELL Mc
,
- ac son,
1c .
MJ!
J•1111.1p Fuou1c1t
Cl
- Tiffin
.
- - · 5,11
J OUN McTAMMAsy J AIRY, Cl -Eau Claire, Wis. - - - s.L
Gu•LB•RT \VoosTER ,M R., Ph
- __,.,"k r on ..
__ .•. ---sJ.
)AMr.s ALB!!R.T l\.fg AR.TIN, Ph
- Norwalk
---~>
G £<>ac1 FRIU> MILL!!R.
•EDITH Sc
'"' K
\1
Ph,
- 'vic eesport, Pa.
- - - sS

\ v..t

~Ea.s is

-----------·--~j.

~ARRY

----- ~

M~~NNts,

'

- C leveland

--
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JOSEPH ALLYSIUS MULVEY, Sc
_Zanesville
JACOB ADOLPH RENZ, Pli
__..Lima
MAllTIN ALOYSIUS SAMMON, Pli _ Cleveland CKAllL!S ROUNSAVELLE STIRES, Pli _ Cleveland Heights
RALPH EDWARD STOCK, Pli
_____Columbus -·
CARL ROBERT SWANSON, Cl _ _ __Mt. Vernon
MAURICE HERBERT THOMPSON, Cl _ Muskegon, Mich.
R1cKAllD SALWAY TU1TLE, Cl __ _ Cincinnati DAVID RAITRAY WHITING, Pli
___Evanston, Ill.
LINOEi. WILLIAMS, Sc __
_ __ Springfield, 111. Fuon1c1t CKAllLES WOLFE, Cl ___Mt. Vernon -
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W.K.
N.l·I.
S.L.
S.11.

N.II.
__ M.L.
N.H.

F.KS-11.
E.K.
52 M.K-

Sophomores
Claaa of 1933

W.K.
HAnY ROBERT BARR -..
Cleveland --- E.K.
GEOllCI BERNARD BROBST _
Columbus _
_E.K.
HENllY Buu., JRansas City, Mo.
M.L.
THOMAS ELLSWOllTH CARMICHAEL, JR- Chicago, Ill.
M.L.
Jo1111 FllANK.LIN CHAMBERS, JR.__Marquette, Mich.
N.L.
GILB!llT KENYON COOPER- -· ___Riverside, Ill.
N.L.
R<>BEllT ALAN COWDERY - ______ Geneva -S.L.
NOBLE HAllWOOD COWLES _ _ ___ Columbus
M.L.
GEORGE BURTON CROWELL _
_ ___Davenport, Okla.
.N.H.
WILLIA~! HUBERT DEWART, JR, _ __Boston, Mass.
15 M.K.
EllNEST NEVIN DILWORTH _
_
__pittsburgh, Pa.
E.K.
HuoLD LYNN DORMAN _
_ _ _Saginaw, Mich.
N.L.
Roan.T ALBERT FOSTEll
Toledo -W.K.
RonllT How1 GARDNER
.Yort \Vayne, Ind. - M.L.
Tuo~tAS Cuu1s GRAY
Cleveland
W.K.
MALcoL~1 JOHN HAIGHT ·___Hempstead, N. Y.
N.L.
HANS VAN Nu HALL _ _ _ _ _ _Glendale S.ll.
RoatllT WILLIAM BRADEN HANNAN .Pittsburgh, Pa.
51 M.K.
0rro HATES HARDACRE _ _ _ _
_ Springfield - - ·
M.H.
PAUL EoclNCTON HARDCASTLE- - _Cincinnati
47 M.IC.
Wu.LIAM LEETE HAYS _ _ _ _ _Shaker Heights 26 M.K.
Juuus LAVINE HEINIC _ _ _ _ __ Vermilion
-_ E.K.
ROBEllT B1tucE HOFFMAN
Cleveland Heights
s.H.
RonllT Fuou1c1t KNOWLES, JR, _ _Shaker Heights _ E.K.
Ltwis EOWAllD LANGDON _ _ ____J\kron - - - N .L.
JAMts AllTHUR LARMON
Cincinnati _
S.L.
Roan.T WtLLAllD LAWl!.~B--==Cleveland
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M.L
FRANK MERRILL LINDSAY, JR. - - - -Decatur, Ill.
WtLLtAM MEACHAM MclLwArN ____ Cuyahoga Falls
M.H
FRED LEROY McNABB
Gambier - ·
~f.L
FREDERICK MACKENZIE ·-·--..- - - -Houghton, M ich.
M.H.
MILTON LEWIS MARTEN - - - - - --Cleveland
\\'Ji
CllARLes REGINALD MoNSARRAT - -Columbu s
~I.II
CllARLES EDWARD MUNSON __ .
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
E.11
\V1LLIAM NEtL, JR. __
Columbus
S.L
]AMES WtLLIAM NEWCOMER
Gibsonburg
M.11
WILLIAM S. Noel!
- - - --Sharon, Pa.
11 S.L
WILLIAM ROBERT OVERBECK
Evanston, Ill.
S.fl
EDWARD ALEXANDER OW!!N
_ __ Sharon, Pa.
- S.l
CllARLES SHEPARD PAii.KER__ - .-Evanston, Ill.
M!
ALFRED ]AMES PERICINS ------·--Elgin, Ill.
28 W.K
ROMWALD JOSEPH PORE
- - · - - --Youngstown
\I.IL
\VtLLIAM HoRo RAtNES
Cincinnati
·
. h ·E.K
WtLLIAM ]Aeon REUTTER
Grosse Pointe Park, Mic · ,
1
ARTHUR CORDES RODENBERG
_____ Springfield, Ill.
SPENCER BERNARD ROESING
__ ___Evanston, Ill. . .
\\'.!
lillNRY CHll.ISTtAN SCHOEPFLE, JR. ____ Sandu;ky
lS MF
CllARLES MATHIESON SMITH - · · __LaGrange, Ill. ·
C11tsl'ER \VHtTFll!LD SMITH _ Grand Rapids, Mich.
w.i:
llrrNRY SEIVER TANNER
Ill.
· - - It'
-·- ---.cu
•
45 \J'
\VtLLIAM XERXES TAYLOR, JR. - -Youngstown
. S.I..
Dwro RITCHIE THORNBERRY
Laramie, Wyo.
MvRos HoWArtD \VESTRtCH
Oak Park Ill.
E,.
B UkT TuoMAs WEYHING, JR.- _
,
"
_ Grosse Pointe,
Mich.

w.i:

~ft

n~ris

~

Freahmen

c1••• of

1934
FkANICLIN ADAIR.
T I d
tk\sit FtkESToNrr AKI! -- - ok e o
_st
Ct...
·~ INCi LtVINGSl'()N A - -- - . A ron
- -- - - s.L
Fa1murc1e •t.
LLrs, JR. ___ _ Wooster
.. IRQurs BALTZEL
M v
)I.I.
Lours l\.f,_
L- - t.
ernon
··--lll!LL BRl!RETON
M d'
~a
II \ttky \V1L1.tAM Buc1e1 EY -J
- T. e ma
ALVAs CAl.fp
. ' R. -_.a.,1ma
M.I.
BllLL, Jrl.
F
N J
sf.
STEP111ts
· ARKE
- -- S lorham
Park, • . ·
. EL1.3...
~ORT11 Cr
·
FRt:DEkrcrc C ·
- ebrmg
E!
rRroruo
.
LIPPINGER - - - y·•ne Ian d , N . J . M.f.
J>ucss11 DECAl'U• COLl!:l.f\N
lllLtP GkANT Co
· - Ch'•cago, Ill .
12 ~1>
_E!
·
t.c11.ovE- --Crand Rapid •, Mich.
}Ol!N
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LAUlENCE KL1NE Corr
- -- -Akron _ _- - - - -- _ s.L.
JOllN EMMETT CRAWFORD - - ----Lima - -···----- ·····-·-· __ M.L.
JOHN CLARK CRLPPEN
New York, N. Y.
__ S.L.
REINARD DALL DEWEESE, JR. - - .- Shakcr Heights
28 M.K.
JOHN PHILIP DOELKER . - - -- - -Columbus ··_ s.H.
FlANCIS LEBARON DRAKE _ __ _ Pontiac, Mich.
52 M.K.
PAUL FREDERICK THEO. ECKSTROM, JR. Chicago, Ill._
___N.11.
ROGER SHERWOOD EDMISTON Bexley .. ·---- - - - - _ s .H
CHAlt.LES Rose ELLIOTT
_____Butler, Pa. ____
_ s.H.
RICHARD HOLLOWAY EWALT ____ Warren
27 M.K.
FUNK THOMAS FIFIELD
_St. Paul, Minn.
__ N.L.
TIBBS PEPPER FORGEY, JR. - - - . _St. Loui s, Mo.
_ s .H.
GEORGE ALEXANDER FURMAN
North East, Pa. - - - 48 M.K.
JOHN BOWEN GARFIELD
_____ Elyria
_ E.K.
WILLIAM HASSELL G rnB, JR. ____ Bay City, Mich. · - · - __ s.L.
GEORGE GAYLORD GILBERT _ _ __ Madison, N. J . - - - - .S.H.
THOMAS GEORGE GooDDOLD _ _ __ Cleveland Heights - - S.L.
ALBERT ANTON HACKER
_ _ Milwaukee, Wis ..- - - ... S.H.
PHILIP PAUL HAMMAN, J R. D ecatur, Ill._
- - - __ s .L.
FIANRLIN ALBRIGHT HARDY . _ _North Muskegon, Mich ...._ w .K.
Alt.THUR WILLIS HARGATI! _ _ __ Youngstown - ---- ._ M.L.
GEORGE IRVING HART_
Olympia, Wa sh. - - _ M .H.
WILLIA~! THOMAS HATCHER ___ ___Kansas City Mo..- - - ___ s.H.
ROBERT FRANKLIN HAWK
Toledo
-- - - N.L.
EDWIN MEWTT H tLLER
- - · -Detroit Mich. _ ___ _ _E.K..

GALEN ARTHUR HOSTETLE~Gambi~r ..... --- - W.K.
ROBERT DESFELD HUDSON
Benson Minn.
E.K.
ROBERT A1tTHu1t. IBOLD
Loveland - Hu1t.y ]AMES )ACKMAN - - ----Temperance, Mich. - - M.L.
N.H.
ru-.x llO~!ER JOHNSON, JR.
Cambridge
_ _ N.L.
Jli5TJCE GUFFEY J OHNSON ___ Toledo
.E .K .
liUDLo FAWCETT JOHNSTON, JR. _ _Sherrill, N. Y.
S.L.
R0&t1t.T FlEDu1cx: KEMPER
Toledo
46 M.K..
:\o1t.MAN Mosu Lt_
Shanghai, China .. S.L.
Busuo Ln McBEE
Akron
- - - M .L .
Mt11t.ILL WILLIAM MACNAMn _ _ E vanston, Ill.
_ _ _ 31 M .K..
Fustt MCLEAN MALLETT _
Sharon, Pa.
E .K .
Aums Wuo MANN _ _ _ _ _ __Lombard, lll. - - - S.H.
B•uc1 DONALD MARSHALL
Detroit, Mich. - - - $.L.
ROBERT Pulucn1t. MAXON
1uncie, Ind.
32 M.K.
Fi1t.i.tus RoBERT MtLLElt.
Williamsport, Ind.
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DONALD ARTHUR MooN______ ] ) e I p h OS - - - - - - -N.H.
H.
CHARLES PETER MOTTO
Dunkirk N. Y, _____M.
RALPH MYRICK, JR. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Martins Ferry -----,~1
EGBERT WILLIAM NEIDIG _ _ _ _ __ Urbana
NH.
RUDOLP!l FINK NUNNEMACHER _ __Milwaukee Wis. - - - - ff
FERNANDO EMMETT PEEK____ __Rochester , N. y, _ _ _ _
]ACK CLEMENT PITTSFORD
Chicago, Ill,_____ 12 ~&J{.
NEWTON ALDEN PRENTICE
Cleveland Heights _ _ 12 .K.
EDWARD EUGENE PUGH _ _ _ _ _ _,J(enosha, Wis, _____ 36 ~.IL
JOHN SEIBERT RADCLIFFE ______Cincinnati - - - -NJ.
BERT CHARLES ROOT, JR.
Toledo -WILLIAM STEPHEN ROWLEY, JR. ___Gambier
JOSEPH CHARLES ROYON _______Shaker Heights
ARTHUR RUSSELL, JR.
Glen Ridge, N. J. _
ss !.K.
RAYMOND TERRY SAWYER, JR.
____ Shaker lleights- - - -27 ~SJ.
HENRY EDWARD SCHMIDT, JR. ___J{enia SJ..
WILLIAM ALBERT SCHOLL!! ______Cleveland Heights NJ.
ARTHUR BENNETT SCHRAM ._ _ __Jackson, Mich. - - - · -M.K.
ARTHUR TROST SNYDER _ _ _ _ _ _Toledo - - - -32 SR
RICHARD BULLA STAMBAUGH _______Akron
CLAYTON STEWART
____Jackson, Mich.- - - - - 1.K.
LAMONT BRUCE SUTTON ________Homestead, Pa-- - -48 ~SJ..
JOSEPH BISHOP SWAN
Wilmotte, 111._ _ _ _NJ.
BIRGE SWIFT THOMPSON _____..___ G rand Rapids, Mich.- - I.(.
JOHN BURRIS TRITSCH _ _ _ _ _Columbus -----~
FREDERICK HERMAN VOGEL, JR.___A)bany, N. Y----~J.
WILLIAM ANDREW WOOD_
- - -1eannette, Pa.- - - -

s
il

---·---·--;a:
Ml

--.-- - -s:a

STANLEY
NORMAN
WALTER
LYNNLY

Special Studenta
ff~
WILBUR PLATTENBUllG _ __ Dayton _ _ _ _Bexley ffl
JOHN THURSTON --- _Sharon, Pa. ____Bexley ff~
FRANKLYN TuHEY
Cleveland HeightsJlexley ffl
BOYD WILSON, JR._
Newark _____ Bexley ,;

THE REV. MELVIN ALLEN YoRK _ _Gambier ----- ----·

SUMMARY
Seniors - - - - --· - - - - - - - - - - 4S
Juniors
39
Sophomores - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - -- S4
_ 79

Freshmen
Special _

---

--------==---~=-----------==-

-

S

222
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MERIT LIST FOR THE YEAR 1929-1930
Senion
AUGUSTUS ALFRED KOSKI

MICHAEL LAWRENCE CAPITO
JOHN

V. CUFF

HENRY IluNTl!R McFADDEN,

II

KENNETH ADAMS DRAKE

DONALD BRUCE MANSFIELD

GoRDON ELLIOTr HULMAN

ROBERT DOUGLAS MANSFIELD

}AMES MILTON lRVINI!, JR.

lIARRY RUSSELL MAXON, JR.

ROBEll.T EDWIN KENYON, JR.

CLINTON' LINCOLN MORRILL

CULBERT GEROW RUTENBER

Juniors
CHISHOLM SPENCER BAER

JOHN IlEITLY HEIN

JOHN STANTON CARLE

MILTON JANES

}OUN BRADBURY EBERTH

RICHARD COLLINS loRD, JR.

EUGENE MINOR EHRBAR

ANDREW WALCOTT ROSE

NOVICE GAIL FAWCETT

MAURICE HEILIG S.\NDBERG

THOMAS BOARDMAN GREENSLADE

DONALD FRANKLIN SATTLER

HUGH \VILSON WAYT, JR.

Sophomores
MAURICE EVAN BELL

DAN GERALD JOHNSON

Jom~ PAllEs CRAINE

M.\RK

ROBERT TAYLOR HAASE

CARL ROBERT SWANSON

MCELROY, JR.

FREDERICK CHARLES WOLFE

Freshmen
ROB! RT BRUCE HOFFMAN

IIENRY SEIVER TANNER

}A!.ilS WILLIAM NEWCOMER

}OHN LOUIS TuLLIS

ALFll!D }AMES PERKINS

MYRON HOWARD WESTRICH
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ONE HUNDRED AND SECOND COMMENCEMENT
Sunday, June 15, 1930

Morning Service-Sermon by the RT. Rsv. HAYWARD SsLLEl
ABLEWHITE, '15 A.B., Bex.,
Bishop of Marquette
Ordination to the Diaconate by the Bishop of Ohio

E11enin9 Service-Baccalaureate Sermon by the REV. WILLIAM FOST£1
PEIRCE, L.H.D., D.D., LL.D., President of Kenyon Colleie

Monday, June 16, 1930

COMM.ENCEMENT EXERCISES
Clan Adclreu
}AMES MILTON IRVINE, }R.
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania

KENYON COLLEGE
DEGREES IN COURSE
Bachelor of Arts
ROBERT SAMUEL CLIPPINGER
ROBERT KIRKWOOD FELL
GEORGE VERNON HIGGINS
JAMES MILTON IRVINB, JR., summa cum laude
GEORGE HENRY JONES
ROBERT EDWIN KENYON, JR., cum laudt
AUGUSTUS ALFRED KOSKI, cum laude
HENRY HU NTER McFADDEN, II, magna cum /audt
DONALD BRUCE MANSFIELD, magna cum /audt
CLINTON LINCOLN MORRILL, magna cum laudt
GEORGE WARREN PRICE
WILLIAM X. SMITH, summa cum /audt
DAYTON BURDETTE WRIGHT

Bachelor of Philosophy
ROBERT ATKINSON BALTZELL, cum laude
KENNETH EDWIN BENNETT
PHILIP MONROE BROWN
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\ VtLLIAM GcFF CAPLES,
JOHN

III

V. CUFF, magna cum laudt

ROBERT BREWERTON DOUGLAS
GEORGE B URRELL H AMMOND
M ORRIS KENT H UG HES
GORDON ELLIOTT H ULMAN
ALFRED LUCIUS L YMAN
\ VlLLIAM B URTON M CLAI N
CHARLES KENNETH MORGAN
W ILLIAM FREDERICK POESE
J OSEPH ALEXANDER RALSTON
CULBERT GEROW RUTENBER,

summa cum laudt

STANLEY PASCAL SAWYER
GEORGE H ARVEY SIBBALD
RAYMOND W ELLS SIMMONS
OSBORNE FREDERICK TEMPLETON
JOHN W EBSTER THOMAS, J R.
THOMAS L LOYD WICKl!NDEN, J R.
CARL H ARMAN WILHELMS

Bache lor of Scie nce
CHARLES A NDREW B OHNENGEL
MICHAEL L AWRENCE CAPITO
J OSEPH COLE DAVIS
KENNETH ADAMS DRAKE
I VAN KARCHER L EPLEY
ROBERT DOUGLAS MANSFIELD,
HARRY RUSSELL MAXON, JR.,

cum laude
magna cum laudt

GoRooN HUGHES PUMPHREY
RONALD ROBERT SPOHN
RALPH KINSEY UPDEGRAFF, JR.

HONORS ON GRADUATION

x.

WtLLIAM
SMITH - - - - - - - - - JA~fES MILTON I RVINE, J R.

FIRST
_ _ _ SECOND

C ULBEl.T GEROW RUTENBER - - - - - - - - -· - -THIRD
FOURTH
HAllllY RUSSELL MAXON, J R. _ _ __
JOHN V. CUFF
HiNn HUNTER
DONALD BRUCE

McF~DE~,-ll_ - - - - - MANSFIELD _

CLINTON LI NCOLN M ORRILL _ - - - - - - --

'

}
F IM"R
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BEXLEY HALL
Certificate of Graduation
RICHARD OLAF PETERSON,

'29

A.B.

DEGREES IN COURSE
Bachelor of Divinity
JAMES ETHAN ALLEN, A .B.
HOWARD VINCENT HARPER,

'27

PH. B.,

CHARLES WELLINGTON HUGHES,

'27

cum laudt

B.S.

JOHN RUSSELL PATTIE
GEORGE RHYS SELWAY,

'29

A.B.

liUPERT ERWIN WILLIAMS

B.D.

Master of Sacred Tbeolo&Y
THI! REV. J OSEPH MACNAUGHTON WATERMAN,

Doctor of Sacred Tbeolo&Y
THE REV. WILLIAM CL!STON SEIT Z,
B.D.,

'26

' IS

A •B.,

A.B.,

'17 A.M.

S.T.M.

HONORARY DEGREES
Doctor of Science, /Jonoris causa
ALFRED HOYT GRANGER, '87 M., '07 A.B.

Chicago, Illinois
Doctor of Lawa
GEORGE D ANIEL OLDS

President Emeritus, Amherst College
Amherst, Massachusetts
Doctor in Divinity
T1rn RT. REv. HENRY \V1sE IIonsoN

Bi~hop Coadjutor of Southern Ohio
(Conferred at a special convocation May 3, 1930)
THE RT. REV. H AYWARD SELLER ABLEWH!TE,

Bishop of Marquette
Tl!E REV. STEPHEN EDWARDS KEELER

St. Chrysostom's Church, Chicago

'IS A.B., Bil-

ALUMNI COUNCIL
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THE ALUMNI COUNCIL

Officera
THOMAS J. GODDARD, '03, President, Chubb & Son, 5-7 S. William
Street, New York.
EARL D. BABST, '93, Pia-President, 117 Wall Street, New York.
CHARLES C. WRIGHT, '96, Secretary-Treamrer, 1427 West Sixth Street,
Cleveland, Ohio.
PHILIP \V. TIMBERLAKE, '17, Assistant Secretary, Gambier, Ohio.
Executive Committee
CARL R. GANTER, '99, Chairman, 475 Fifth Avenue, New York, 19271930.
THOMAS J. GODDARD, '03, ex-officio.
Om; C. WHEATON, '13, 56 William Street, New York, 1927-1930.
WILBUR L. CUMMINGS, '02, Sullivan and Cromwell, 48 Wall Street,
New York, 1928-1931.
RoanT A. WEAVER, ' 12, 2100 Keith Building, Cleveland, Ohio,
1928-1931.
EARL D. BABST, '93, 1929-1932.

Members-at-Lars•

1928-1911:
ARTHUR L. BROWN, '06.
DON C. WHEATON, '13.

1929-1912:
EAlL D. BABST, '93.
ALFllD H. GRANCIR, '87.

1910-19]]:

T. J. GoDDAlD, '03.
M. F. MAURY, '04.
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Elected Annually by the Council

W Canton Ohio.
DR. J. Ross BEITER, '04, 222 Cleveland Avenue N ·
"
'
J. EDWARD GOOD, '84, 475 South High Street, Akron, Ohio.
RALPH C. RINGWALT, '94, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
.
. d'
c· ·nnati• Ohio.
PHILEMON B. STANBERY, '98, 517 Union Trust Bu1l mg, 10c1
CHAll.Ll!S C. WRIGHT, '96, 1427 W. Sixth Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Repreaentativea from Local Alumni Aaaociatioo•
Elected Annually

The Association of Akron:
.
C Cuyahoga
LELAND A. VAUGHN, '04, The Vaughn Mach10ery o.,
Falls, Ohio.
The Association of Central Ohio:
Ohio
HENRY KELLEY DAVIES, '08, 122 East Broad Street, Columbus,
The Association of Cl11cago:
Wn.LIAM N. WYANT, '03, 39 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago, Ill.
E . MALCOLM ANDERSON, '14, 6153 s. State St., Chicago, Ill.
The Association of Cincinnati and /licinity:
obio
DR. RUFUS SOUTHWORTH, '00, Fountain Avenue, Glendale, .
ROBERT A. CLINE, '16, 1001 Atla s Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
HARRY L. GAYER, 'lS, SO Walnut Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
R. S. JAPP, '06, 1134 Main Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Tiu Association of D etroit:
f~
1
ALBERT MILLER II, '23, 2842 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit,~
Tiu Association of the East:
CARL R. GANTER, '99, 475 Fifth Avenue New York.
WALTER T. COLLINS, '04 lS Broad Str;et New York.
'
'
S11ell.
W ILDUR L. CUMMINGS, '02,
Sullivan & Cromwell,
48 Wall
New York.
The Association of the Fire/ands:
EDGAR G. MARTIN, '96, Norw alk, Ohio.
The Association of Kansas City:
rOTuE REv. JAMES P. DEWOLFE, ' 17, St. Andrew' s Episcopal Cb~
Meyer Blvd. and Woroall Road, Kansas City, MisSOIJD•
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Tht Association of Knox County:

H&Nll\' B. C. DEVIN, '88, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
]AMU A. NELSON, '98, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Tl1t Association of tlie M alio11i11g fl alley:
C. B. SENFT, 'II, HS Redonda Road, Youngstown, Ohio.
T/11 Association of Minnesota:

HENRY S. GREcc, '81, 2128 Girard Ave., S., Minneapolis, Minn.
Tht Association of New England:

TuE R.Ev. WILLIAM H. DEWART, 0.0., '87, Milton, Massochusetta
Tht Association of Nortlitrn Oliio:

WEAVU, '12, 2100 Keith Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
DR. L. R. BRIGMAN, 12900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
W. T. K1Nn11t., '11, 1759 Union Trust Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

ROBUT A .

Tht Association of Nortl1westtrn Olzio :

Fun H. ZINN, '01, 219 Security Bank Bldg., Toledo, Ohio.
R. EMERSON MESSINGER, JR., '24, 326 Security Bank Bldg., Toledo.
The Association of the Ohio flallty:
RALPH D. NICHOLSON, '17, 24 Bridge St., Wheeling, W. Va.
Tht Association of Philadelplzia:

JOHN F. ARNDT, '21, Fifteenth and Locust Streets Philadelphia, Pa.
Tht Association of Pittsb11rgh:
CLARK HAMMOND, '03, Keystone National Bank, Box 139, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
The Association of St. Louis:

LEON A. MULLEN, '28, Republic Steel Corporation, 822 Paul Brown
Building, St. Louis, Missouri.
Tht Association of If/ ashington, D. C.:

Tua Rav. ]. ] . DIMON, '98, 1827 Park Road, Washington, D. C.
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS

The General Aaaociation

President:
WALTER T. COLLIN S, '03, Hemphill, Noyes and
Street, New York, N. Y.

Company, IS Broad

Pict-President:

d Obi~

Fr.En 11. ZINN, '01, Otis and Co., 219 Security Bank Bldg., Tole

0

•

Secretary-Treasurer:
b"
CHARLES C. WRIGHT, '96, 1427 West Sixth Street, Cleveland, O 10•
The Aaaociation of Akron

President :
L.A. VAUGHN, '04, The Vaughn Machinery Co., Cuyahoga Falls

11ice-President:
ARTHUR F. BILLOW, '22, 671 Dorris Avenue, Akron

Secretary-Treasurer:
RICHARD B. LYMAN, '26, 370 West Market Street, Akron

The Aaaociation of Canton

President:
]UDCI! WILLIAM B. QUINN, '05, 1012 First National Bank Bldg., caotol

Jl'ice-President:
CHAR.LES W. ZoLLINGRR, '04, W.R. Zollinger & Co., Canton

Secretary-Treasurer:
JOHN F. GORSUCH, '22, Gorsuch & Wilkins, 407 Brant Building, caolOI

AARON S.

The Aaaociation of Central Ohio
President:
WARMAN, '06, 221 Eldon Avenue, Columbus

Secretary and Treasurer:
RUSSl!LL V. EASTMAN, '20, 76 N. Grant Avenue, Columbu•
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The Aaaociation of C incinnati and Vicin ity

President-Emeritus:
}AMES N. GAMBLE, '54, 1430 Union Trust Bldg., Cincinnati

President:
R. S. } APP, '06, 1134 Main St., Cincinnati

•nu

l'ice-President:
R.Ev. A. N. SLAYTON, '96, 3780 Clifton Ave., Cincinnati

Secretary and Treasurer:
R. GALE EVANS, '26, 6451 Grand Vista Ave., Pleasant Ridge,
Cincinnati

Executive Committu:
FRED E. HALL, '06
ARTHUR L. BROWN, '06
DR. ALBERT J . BELL, '95
DAVID W. BOWMAN, '14

}AMES G. STEWART, '02
HARRY L. GAYER, ' 15
DR. HENRY STANBERY, '96
ROBERT A. CLINE, ' 16

The Aaaociation of C olumbia na C ounty

President:
T. GERALD RYAN, '21, 807 Lincoln Ave., East Liverpool
The Aaaociation of Knox County

President:
HENRY C. DEVIN, '88, Mt. Vernon

JI ice-President:
DR. WILLIAM F. PEIRCE, '22, Gambier

Secretary-Treasurer:
•WILLARD ARMSTRONG, '97, 207 East Gambier St., Mt. Vernon

The Aaaocia t ion of Lima

President:
WALTER S. JACKSON, '03, Lima

-

Secretary-Treasurer:
Roy J . BANTA, '02, 121 S. Baxter St., Lima
•0e....ed.
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The Aaaociation of Mana6eld

President:
WARREN

J.

RusK, '25, 58 Winner Avenue, Columbus

Secretary:
fi Id
W. HERBERT RUSK, '25, 473 Marion Avenue, Mans e
Treasurer:
fi Id
JOHN L. THORNE, '26, 190 West Second Street, Mans e
The Aaaociation of Northern Ohio

President:

WALTlll T. KINDER, '11, 1759 Union Trust B Id g., Cleveland

Treasurer:
CHAllUS C. WRIGHT, '96, 1427 West Sixth Street, Cleveland

Secretary:
A. M. CLARKE, 2100 Keith Bldg., Cleveland

The Aaaociation of the Ohio Valley

President:

.

Auan C. WHtTAltlR, '88, Whitaker Iron Company, Wbcchog,

W Va.
·

Secretary and Treasurer:
RALPH D. N1c110LSON, '17, 24 Rridge St., 'Wheeling, W. Va.

The Aaaociation of Toledo

Prnident:
HENRY J. EBERTH, '98, 2411 Scottwood Ave., Toledo

Vice-Presidents:
EVAN M . CHASE, ' 13, 828 Nicholas Building, Toledo
JOHN A. DICKINSON, ' 13, 1323 Prouty Avenue, Toledo

Secretary and Treasurer:

dt

R. EMERSON MESSINGER, JR., '24, 326 Security Bank Building, Toll

The Aaaociation of the Firelanda

Tu1

President:
h'10
REv. DONALD WONDERS, '13, 622 Way ne St., Sandusky, O
J7ice-President:

THs REV. CHARLES C. Bunn, '99, 208 S. Clover St., Fremont

Secretary-Treasurer:
JOSEPH E. Mouow, '18, 515 West Washington Street, SandutkY
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The A..ociation of New Ensland

Prtsidtnt:
THE REV. \VILLIAM H. DEWART, D.D., '87, Milton, Massachusetts

fl ice-Prtsidtnt:
DR. LEWIS M. HURXTHAL, '18, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston, Massachusetts

Stcrttary and Trtasurer:

J.

BRADDOCK STURGES, '29, Williamstown Massach usetts.

The Auociation of the Eaat

Prnident:
HORACE McCOOK BILLINGSLEY, '04, A lpha Delta Phi C lub
136 W. 44th Street, New York

fliu-Prnidmt:
T111 Rev. GEORGE P. ATWATER, '95, 29 Grace Court, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Suretary-Trtasurer:
ALFRED K. TAYLOR, '06, Straus National Bank and Trust Company of
New York, 565 Fifth Avenue, New York

The Auociatio n of Philade lphia

President:
MATTHEW F. MAURY, '04, 2215 Locust Street, Philadelphia

//ice-President:
WILLIAM BUDD BODINE, JR., '90, Philadelphia

Secretary and Treasuru:
}OHN F. ARNDT, '21, 15th and Locust Sts., Philadelphia
The Aasocia tion of Waahinston, D . C .

President:
THE l lo11. AI.BERT Douc1.AS, LL.D., '72, Stoneleigh Court,
Wa~h ingto n , D. C

Stcrtlary and Trtamrer:
THI REv.

J. J.

DIMON, D.D., '98, 1827 Park Road, Washington, D. C.

The A u ocia tion of Pitt.burgh

Pruident:
L. H. BURll!TT, '96, Carnegie Building, Pittsburgh, P enna.
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P'ice-Prtsidtnt:

J. J. McJ\ooo,

'96, Emerson Apts., Alder and Emerson Streett,
Pittsburgh, Penna.

Secretary and Trtasurtr:

J. \V. llAMll.TON, '06, Carnegie Bldg., Pittsburgh, Penn•
The Aaaociation of Detroit
THE Rev. PERCIVAL

c.

Pruidtnt:

BAILEY, '15, 4670 Larchmont Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan

11ia President
THE REV. WILLIAM R. KINDER, '14, 40 Holbrook Avenue,
D etroit, Michigan

Secretary and Treasurer:
PAUL II. SUTHERLAND, '25, 2958 Lakewood Avenue,
Detroit, Michigan

The Aaaociation of Indianapolis

President:

• Jod.

CLAR!NCB C. UNDERWOOD, '07, 150 N. Meridian St, Indianapo1is,

T

11ice-President:

HE VERY REV. GEORGE S. SOUTHWORTH, '09, Church of the Advent
Indianapolis, Ind.

HAROl.D G.

Secretary and Treasurer:
WAt.TON, '20, Insurance Department, State House,
Indianapolis, Ind.

2~'

The Aaaociation of Chicaao

President:

E. M. ANDERSON, '14, 6153 South State Street, Chicago, 111•

II ice-President:

JOHN WESTRICH, '05, 3400 West Arlington, Chicago, 111 •

T

Secretary and Treasurer:
Rl!ODORE C. DILLER, '25, 120 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago, UL
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The Aaaociation of Minnesota
Prtsidtnt:
RALPH M. WATSON, ' 12, 1308 Douglas Avenue, Minneapolis

l'ict-Prtsident:
TH! REV. ROBEllT LEE BAlllD, ' 18, 706 East Avenue, Red Wing, Minn.

Secretary-Treasurer:
Lun1. C. Kn.cou, '21, 82 South Eighth Street, Minneapolis

The Auociation of Weat Michisan

President:
GEORGE A. HEPFINCER, '29, 1945 Horton Ave., S.E., Grand Rapids,
Michigan

Suretary:
G. WALLACE, MouAT, '22, The Grand Rapids Press,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

The Aaaociation of St. Louia

President:
C· D. BLAU, K.M.A., Sligo Iron Store Company, 6th and O'Fallon
Streets, St. Louis, Missouri
Sterttary-Trtasurer:
LION A. MULL!N, '28, Republic Steel Corporation, 822 Paul Brown
Building, St. Louis, Missouri
The Aaaociation of Kanaaa City

Presidtnl:

Tiu REV.

P. DEWOLFE, ' 17, St. Andrew's Episcopal Church,
Meyer Blvd. and Wornall Road, Kansas City, Missouri
]AMU

11ict-Prtsidtnl:
CAtL R. Ba1c1:, '18, Co-operative Club, Room 215 Hotel Baltimore,
Kansas City, Missouri

W

Secrttary-Trtasurtr:

Al.TU B&N11m, '21, Pembroke School, 75th Street and State Line,
Kansas City, Miuouri

The Aaaociation of El Paao

Prtsidtnl:
Eowu110 E. NaFP, '94, Neff-Stiles Co., El Paso, Texas

Eu

Stertlary:
llT A. Du11cA11, M.D., '06, 92S McKelligon Ave., El Paso, Texas
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PUBLICATIONS

. 11
. .issue d quarterIY by the Co11egert
T/11 Kenyon College Bulletin
·
depa
·
Numbers .rnclude catalogues of the collegiate
an d th eological
.
Colli·
ments, alumni address lists and accounts of proceedings at f he
1
mencement. Copies may be obtained on addressing the office 0
President.
.
.
h Cen tennial history
Kenyon College: Its First
Cer1tury, bemg
t e
d

901111

written by the Rev. Dr. George Franklin Smythe. This ha~ 1>octavo volume of about 350 pages with numerous 1·11 us trations is pu
1
lished by the Yale Univeuity Press. Dr. Smythe's accurate scbo ~r·I
ship, admirable style and di scriminating judgment give the Centeoni~
0
history a unique place among college narratives. Copies c~n be
toined by remitting $5.00 to the Treasurer's Office at Gambier.
S ongs oI Kenyon. Alfred K. Taylor, '06, E d.1tor. This volulll•
h'~
1
contains about 150 songs distinctive of Kenyon College, most of w
were composed by Kenyon men. This book is handsomely go~te~ up
and contains a number of attractive views of the College buildingl. can be obtained on remitting $2.50 to the Treasurers. Qllict
copies
at Gambier.

Col·

The Kenyon Book, edited by the late President of Kenyon
lege, the Rev. William U. Bodine, D.D. This octavo volume of o:~r
4 oo pages contains a large amount of interesting and important II'
t orica
• I matter and is illustrated with numerous views. Copies
· can ht
obtained on remitting $1.50 to the Treasurer's Office at Gambier.
The Kenyon Collegian published monthly during the collegial•
year by the students of Ke~yon College gives current news of bar
penings on the "H.11"
'
·
1
an d recent ·mformallon
about a t umni· Sub-.
. .
f
3111
•c.npllon or the year is $1.50. The business manager for 193oR1chard Hutsinpillar, '32.
1'bc
The Reveille is the annual publication of the student body.
business manager of the 1931 Reveille is Charles R. Stires, ' 32·
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